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1 Introduction  

1.1 Why Printed Electronics? 

 
Why printed electronics?  Why should NASA use printed electronics to make a spacecraft?  

Three words provide the answer ….. universal ….. impactful … progressive.  The technology is 

universal because the applications it can affect are broad and diverse from simple sensors to fully 

functional spacecraft.  The impact of flexible, printed electronics range from straightforward 

mass, volume and cost savings all the way to enabling new mission concepts.  The benefits of the 

technology will become progressively larger from what is achievable today so that investments 

will pay dividends tomorrow, next year and next decade.   

 

We started off three years ago asking the question can you build an entire spacecraft out of 

printed electronics?  In other words, can you design and fabricate a fully integrated, electronic 

system that performs the same end to end functions of a spacecraft - take scientific 

measurements, perform data processing, provide data storage, transmit the data, powers itself, 

orients and propels itself – all out of thin flexible sheets of printed electronics?  This “Printable 

Spacecraft” pushes the limits of printed flexible electronics performance.  So the answer is yes, 

more or less.  In our studies for the NIAC program, we have explored this question further, to 

explain more completely what “more or less” means and to outline what is needed to make the 

answer a definitive “yes”. 

 

Despite its appealing “Flat Stanley” like qualities, making a Printable Spacecraft is not as easy as 

flattening the Cassini spacecraft with a bulletin board, as was Stanley Lamchop’s fate. *

But, if NASA invests in the design challenges, the materials challenges, the performance 

challenges of printed electronics, it might find itself with a spacecraft that can enable as many 

                                                 

 

 

 
* All references to Flat Stanley are to the original book series by Jeff Brown.  This book series inspired the 

international Flat Stanley Project which encourages global literacy started by Dale Hubert in 1994.  Please refer to 

their website www.flatstanley.com for further information about this highly valuable project and this beloved 

character. 

http://www.flatstanley.com/
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adventures and advantages as Flat Stanley including putting it in an envelope and mailing it to 

the planet of your choice.  You just have to let your imagination take over.  

 

In this report we document the work of the Phase 2 Printable Spacecraft task conducted under the 

guidance and leadership of the NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) program.  In 

Phase One of the NIAC task entitled “Printable Spacecraft”, we investigated the viability of 

printed electronics technologies for creating multi-functional spacecraft platforms.  Mission 

concepts and architectures that could be enhanced or enabled with this technology were 

explored.  In Phase 2 we tried to answer the more practical questions such as can you really build 

a multifunctional printed electronic spacecraft system?  If you do, can it survive the space 

environment?  Even if it can, what benefit does a printable system provide over a traditional 

implementation of a spacecraft?    
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2 Phase Two Study Approach and Synopsis 

 

The primary goal of the Phase II effort is to study major feasibility issues associated 

with cost, performance, development time and key technologies. These results are 

aimed at providing a sound basis for NASA to consider the concept for further 

development and a future mission, substantiated with a description of applicable 

scientific and technical disciplines necessary for development. Toward that end, the 

proposed Phase II study must: 

• Continue to assess the concept in a mission context — the main focus should be 

feasibility and comparing properties/performance with those of current 

missions/concepts. Concepts that may support multiple missions should discuss 

the range, but must feature detailed analysis for at least one candidate mission. 

• Assess the programmatic benefits and cost versus performance of the proposed 

concept — show the relationship between the concept's complexity and its 

benefits, cost, and performance. 

• Develop a pathway for development of a technology roadmap and identify the 

key enabling technologies 

This solicitation seeks concepts that could open new possibilities for NASA missions or 

activities, or enable revolutionary improvement in terms of performance, weight, cost, 

reliability, operational simplicity, or other figures of merit associated with aerospace 

endeavors. 
- Excerpt from the NIAC Phase Two Call for Proposals 

 

 

At the end of the Phase One report, we identified the “Risks and Challenges” of a printable 

spacecraft which intentionally laid the basis for the Phase Two scope of work.  For the concept 

of a printable spacecraft to succeed there are both technical and programmatic concerns that must 

be addressed. Technical feasibility involves questions about sufficient performance to achieve 

desired functionality, system integration issues, and environmental compatibilities.  The primary 

programmatic threat for a printed spacecraft is not achieving an adequate cost/benefit ratio. In 

other words, the implementation costs remain too high, and the science return does not justify the 

cost.  For uniquely enabled applications, ones that cannot be achieved any other way, the benefit 

may be so high that performance and cost may not be significant drivers. However, for 

applications in which traditional platforms can do the job, then the printed platform needs to 

show a significant benefit (e.g. less mass, volume or cost) for similar functionality. 

 

Our team proposed five specific tasks aimed at addressing the technical and programmatic 

feasibility of a printed spacecraft. These tasks were: (1) define a reference mission which 

exploits a printed spacecraft, (2) build a functional prototype of a printed spacecraft, (3) conduct 

environmental testing on materials and devices (4) perform a cost/benefit analysis within the 

context of the reference mission (5) prepare roadmaps for the reference mission and other 

applications.    
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Reference Mission:  

We defined a Mars environmental meteorological network as our reference mission.  The 

mission would consist of thousands of small sheets of printed electronic science stations which 

would flutter to the surface after being released from their entry 

vehicle.  With an intended lifetime of one year, the science stations 

measure valuable environmental parameters during diurnal and 

annual cycles.  This reference mission, named STANLE, provided 

a consistent benchmark and rationale for the subsequent tasks of 

the Phase Two effort.  It provided a basis for comparison with a 

traditional mission against key metrics to determine programmatic 

benefit.  It was a driver for the requirements of the point design of 

the prototype printed spacecraft fabrication.  The reference mission 

also provided a focused set of environmental requirements to 

evaluate compatibility of materials and components in the 

environmental test program.  The reference mission defined the 

end state of functionality and readiness so that a roadmap from current capabilities to desired 

functionality could be created.  The STANLE mission concept and a description of the science 

station point design is described in Chapter 5. 

 

Reference Mission Cost / Benefit Analysis:  

JPL has a unique capability in the engineering design team known as Team X.  This is a 

concurrent design environment specifically formulated to generate conceptual mission designs 

and perform trade studies.   We leveraged the experience within Team X to study the cost, mass 

and risks associated with implementing the reference mission using the printed electronics 

landers compared with a traditional lander approach.  The results of the Team X study allowed 

us to verify a scorecard of metrics to ascertain mission-level benefits of the printed landers.  In 

addition, the engineers in Team X were able to augment the technical assumptions for the 

STANLE mission concept by designing a notional dispenser for the landers and optimize the 

parameters of solar illumination vs relay orbiter coverage vs surface location and dispersion. The 

results of the Team X analysis are contained in Chapter 6.  

 

 
Figure 1 Team X Concurrent Engineering Center at JPL 

Bench Top Functional Prototype 

For an integrated printed spacecraft, technical feasibility issues are mostly centered on system 

compatibility, inter-component functionality and performance.  Therefore, we focused a 

significant effort in Phase Two to design and fabricate a benchtop prototype of a printed 

spacecraft capitalizing on the expertise at Xerox PARC.  We used the reference mission as a 
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guide for the functional and technical specifications 

for the platform.  PARC successfully built a fully 

performing prototype of a flexible printed electronics 

science station.  They demonstrated end to end 

functionality of generating multiple and continuous 

sensor data streams, storing the data in memory, and 

retrieving and transmitting the data wirelessly.  This 

design effort is captured in Chapter 7. 

Figure 2 Xerox PARC Printable Spacecraft Prototype 

Environmental Compatibility Testing 

One significant aspect of technical feasibility we explored in Phase Two was the compatibility of 

printed electronic elements and manufacturing with the space environment.  Both the materials 

and the functionality of the components need to be able to survive within the environmental 

challenges of space.  We used our Mars lander reference mission to narrow the range of effects 

to be tested to vacuum, temperature cycling between  -120C to +50C, and moderate radiation 

doses (10-50 krad) consistent with one year on the surface.  JPL has partnered with the 

Structures Technology Group within Boeing Research and Technology to define and execute this 

test program.  Materials testing alone is insufficient to determine the environmental survivability 

of a printed spacecraft component. Therefore, we included functional elements as well as 

materials samples as test article coupons in the test program.    The test articles included solar 

cells, transistor arrays, temperature sensors and materials coupons with PEEK, PEN and Kapton 

substrates and silver and carbon inks.  After exposure, test article evaluation included electrical 

and mechanical integrity, such as resistance changes, functional changes, delamination, loss of 

tensile strength and other effects that might compromise the overall viability of the spacecraft. 

This test program in summarized in Chapter 8 with a full report contained in Appendix A. 

Science Mission and Engineering Applications 

We explored more of the engineering applications and mission concepts by developing two kinds 

of roadmaps. One was a generalized technology area capability roadmap.  A second was focused 

on the specific mission development and technology needs of the STANLE mission concept.  

These roadmaps, described in Chapter 9, are made up of individual advancements that can enable 

a number of diverse applications.   

Figure 3 Artists rendering of the printed spacecraft in space (image credit: Xerox PARC) 
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3 Technology Overview 

3.1 The Basic Elements  

Printed electronics is enabled by the development of solution-processable materials and the 

fabrication techniques that exploit the properties of these liquid materials.  The basic materials of 

traditional electronic circuitry (dielectrics, conductors and semiconductors) are produced in a 

soluble form allowing the generation of “functional inks”.  Inks may contain organic or inorganic 

compounds or even be infused with particles such as carbon nanotubes to elicit a particular 

behavior.  These inks are “printed” onto a variety of substrates either rigid or flexible to form 

thin sheets of electronic circuits.  When applied in combinations and layers, these materials can 

produce the building blocks of electronic circuits (e.g. transistors) or more complex devices such 

solar cells, CMOS circuitry, batteries and sensors.  Some of these elements are shown in Figure 4 

A-C below. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Printed Elements: A– Solid State Battery Layers (image credit: Planar Energy) B –Traditional geometry for a field 
effect transistor (Credit: IDTechEx) C- Typical Construction of an organic solar cell (Credit: IDTechEx)   

The combination of a soluble ink and a flexible substrate can be combined using several 

manufacturing approaches that are included under the umbrella of “printing”.  Examples include 

inkjet printing, or drop on demand, e-jet printing, aerosol-jet, gravure, screen printing and 

flexography, or other more exotic means of “printing” including stamping and direct write.  

Some of these approaches are compatible with high-volume roll to roll processing.  Some are 

more compatible with lower volume sheet-based fabrication.   

 

The advantages provided by the substrate flexibility and the potential for low cost manufacturing 

are driving many industries to adopt printed electronics in a wide variety of applications. From 

large corporations and small start-ups, a wide spectrum of products from consumer electronics to 

healthcare to sportswear, are beginning to emerge.  Biomedical, food packaging and military 

applications play a major role in defining the applications and technology advancements in 

printed electronics.   

 
Figure 5 - Examples of consumer products envisioned with printed electronics (Credit: IDTechEx. SolarPrint, TimeFlex) 
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3.2 Hybrid and Integrated 

Known limitations of printed electronics compared to traditional silicon electronics are the 

reduced electron mobility and larger feature sizes.  Also, the manufacturing process has more 

inherent inconsistency than silicon wafer fabrication and this inconsistency can manifest itself in 

variations of device and circuit performance.  The trend of industry to overcome these limitations 

is to use flexible hybrid electronic (FHE) systems – printed circuits and devices where it makes 

sense and discreet chips or flexible silicon circuits where higher performance is needed.  Flexible 

hybrid electronics is moving forward at a rapid pace with significant investments.  For example, 

in the past two years, American Semiconductor produced three new functional products in their 

Silicon on Polymer FleX ™ line: the FleX-MCUTM mircocontroller, the FleX-ADCTM analog to 

digital converter and the FleX-RFICTM RF integrated circuit.  These are crystalline silicon chips 

manufactured in the Tower Jazz foundry but thinned to a few micron and mounted on flexible 

polymer substrates.  They are easily integrated into printed systems providing increased 

functionality without compromising form factor.   Also indicating the future direction for 

investments, the topic of Flexible Hybrid Electronics is one of six technical subject areas that are 

candidates for a DOD investment in an Institutes for Manufacturing Innovations (IMI).42  If 

selected, this influx of government investment in manufacturing innovation facilities would 

benefit the advancement of flexible hybrid electronics.   

 

The trend towards multi-functional or integrated systems is strongly apparent in the products that 

are being announced and partnerships being formed.  By multi-functional, we mean combining 

the sensors, the batteries, the data processing and possible display or transmission of data.  It is 

only a multi-functional system that can provide a complete solution to an end user’s functional 

need.  Many commercial ventures for integrated systems are beginning to emerge not just as 

prototypes, but as marketable products.  Thin Film Electronics ASA has announced the first 

commercial order for a Smart LabelTM system - products that will include memory, sensing, 

display and wireless communication - at a per unit price that allows high volume production and 

use. First demonstrated in December 2012, Thinfilm’s proof-of-concept label for temperature 

monitoring of perishable goods was one of the first integrated printed systems.   In less than two 

years, it has moved from prototype to commercial production.52   It’s a similar story with other 

products entering the marketplace such as the MC10/Reebok CHECKLIGHT™ head impact 

detection system.  Countless examples of other integrated system ideas and prototypes fill the 

flexible electronics conferences.  The British manufacturing center for technology investments, 

CPI, describes many case studies from integrated displays to electronic noses.  They use the 

clever term “printegrated” to describe multiple functions and layers being integrated through 

printed electronics.43  It’s clearly becoming a world of go integrated or go home.  

 

 
Figure 6 Integrated printed electronics systems in commercial production  

(A) Thinfilm’s SmartLabelTM  (B) Reebok and MC10 CHECKLIGHTTM 
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4 Benefits and Applications  

4.1 Benefits and Advantageous Characteristics  

 

The benefits to NASA of printed electronics technology are the same as what is driving industry 

to invest their resources in advancing this field.  The market potential for products that leverage 

these features is large.39   Some of these attributes are described below. 

 Flexibility: The flexible substrate of a printed spacecraft provides many options for 

storage and deployment.  Reconfiguring on orbit or after deployment enables a third 

dimension to be realized for additional structural rigidity, improved performance 

(antenna or optics shape), or even mobility.  Conformability to surfaces is advantageous 

in many engineering applications to improve sensing or to fit with existing 

hardware/infrastructure designs.    

 Low recurring costs:  Depending on the specific system and manufacturing approach, the 

cost of recurring engineering may be less than a traditional assembled system.  This 

makes it an attractive platform for large numbers (networks) or “disposable” applications. 

 Low mass & volume:  Because circuits are applied to light-weight thin substrates, the 

mass and volume of the platform is significantly reduced from a conventional printed 

circuit board.  The thin sheets of printed electronic systems make a printed spacecraft 

attractive as secondary payloads.  Accommodating and stowing large numbers of units is 

simpler when multiple platforms can be stacked together like a ream of paper. 

 Short cycle time: For a printed platform, the design paradigm shifts away from 

mechanical packaging challenges to a focus on electrical layouts and fabrication flow. 

Circuits can be printed easily by a number of lab-scale printers allowing platform designs 

to be prototyped, tested, and modified quickly.  Component libraries and design rules can 

be built up over time which will further reduce design times.  Functional analysis and 

performance simulations can be constructed virtually on the computer prior to 

committing to manufacturing.  Manufacturing will span days, not months due to the 

reduction of touch labor.  Testing can be done in parallel on multiple copies, rather than 

serially on a qualification and flight units.  All of these effects result in shorter 

development times which in turn help contain costs and open up flight opportunities that 

require fast turnaround times 

 Robustness:  The nature of the construction provides the electronic circuits a certain 

robustness over traditional chip on board construction.  The delicate nature of solder 

joints and silicon chips are replaced with mechanically robust “ink stacks” making the 

circuitry more resilient to structural loading environments such as launch, landing, shock. 

 

4.2 Applications 

Given the numerous advantages described above, it is easy to see that the application space is 

diverse.  From improving engineering diagnostics to enhancing or enabling mission concepts, 

flexible printed electronic systems have broad impact potential stretching as far as supporting 

future human exploration with resource efficient and adaptable in-situ manufacturing processes.   

Some of these applications are described further here.  A more thorough description is provided 

in the Phase One report.62 
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Figure 7 - NASA Applications.  There are many engineering, science and human exploration applications that could benefit 

from the unique features of printed systems. 

 

 Engineering Applications:  

Whether focused on singular sensing or structural aspects of the flexible printed systems, 

engineering functions can be augmented by the characteristics of printed electronics.  

Reconfigurability, conformal sensing and intelligent structures networks are just some of the 

engineering applications that can be imagined.  Reconfigurability can be achieved with the use of 

printed electro-active polymer inks on thin substrates enabling functionality in systems such as 

origami structures and flexible mechanisms.  Packaged compactly and unfolding in orbit, the 

usefulness of an actuated thin film for backup structures to achieve prescribed shapes for 

antennas or optics in situ or even perhaps assisting with mobility (erecting a sail or a sheet 

autonomously folding itself into a “paper airplane”) is apparent.  Other forms of reconfigurable 

mobility are rolling/unrolling and inchworm motions.   Where inherent contact and 

conformability to the surface is critical to the measurement (e.g. strain gauges), printed sensors 

offer great advantages.  Some structures may be curved, soft-goods, stretchable or even 

extremely large areas in which discrete sensor arrays and the wiring for them would be 

impractical.  Embedding sensing and knowledge into a structure (intelligent structures) is a goal 

of many applications.  Strain, damage detection, applied loads, temperature are all pieces of data 

that if known throughout the structure could be used to intelligently adjust parameters or 

understand the margin to failure such in a pressurized tank or space station module hull integrity. 

Terrestrial applications for structural health monitoring of building infrastructure and bridges are 

driving a recent focus on complete sensor systems for these intelligent networks.   
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 Science Missions 

The space science community knows all too well that the unlimited thirst for knowledge and data 

is fettered by the reality of limited resources and limited launch opportunities.  A printed 

spacecraft can supplement an already existing mission by providing a low resource, low cost 

sensor system that can fly as a secondary payload. The table below appeared in the Phase One 

report offering possibilities for how printed technologies can enrich the currently envisioned 

NASA science objectives through enhancements for several Decadal Missions.  

 
Table 1 - How the Decadal Missions could be enhanced by a printable payload 

Decadal Mission Potential Printed Enhancement 
Mars Trace Gas Orbiter Aeroshell drops printed passive CH4 surface sensors capable of 

nanomolar detection that are subsequently observable by a high 
resolution imager.  These would be dropped over a site showing 
detection of CH4 from orbit and would map the origin of the gas. 

Comet Surface Sample 
Return 

“Leaves” are dropped over the surface of the comet to assess organic 
content to provide a statistical representation of surface 
composition rather than a single point and guide site selection for 
gathering the return sample. 

Lunar Geophysical 
Network 

Deploy sensor nets around landers to perform seismic, ground-
penetrating radar, mineralogical, and heat-flow measurements. 

Lunar South Pole Aitken 
Basin Sample Return 

Simple precursor lander sends out printed “crawlers” which 
perform large area surface reconnaissance to identify the optimal 
site for main lander to gather return samples. 

Saturn Probe, Uranus 
Orbiter and Probe, 
Venus Climate Mission 

Main probes eject printed atmospheric sensors which perform 
nearby multi-point/multi-path sensing to give 3-D distributions of 
atmospheric parameters.  Also possible are printed balloons which 
provide persistent measurements along their paths as carried by 
the winds. 

Mars Astrobiology 
Explorer-Cacher 

A printed film records data within the sample return canister 
document the sample environment from collection to return. 

to 

 

Because of the distinctive features of a printable spacecraft, it becomes possible to think of 

implementing uncommon mission concepts such as threshold sensing missions, swarm missions, 

passive platforms, or large area sensing sheets.  Simplistic detection of chemical species to 

confirm the existence of or detect a concentration threshold can be done with a sensor platform 

the size of a postage stamp.  Adopting a threshold sensing strategy for a mission would allow 

very simple sensors and minimizes the data processing and return.  These may be an affordable 

intermediate step to improve our knowledge of uncharacterized targets before committing 

significant resources.  Swarm missions use optimized individual platforms that either distribute 

or divide the job based on specific functionality or when data is taken in combination represents 

a more powerful data set than singular measurements.   This concept has been proposed using 

other nanosatellite platforms and has a lot of merit for multi-point systems.  A printed spacecraft 

offers another platform option to consider for swarm missions.  A third idea is a purely passive 

platform that responds with data only when interrogated by a receiving device. This is the basis 

of the RFID tag industry.     
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5 Reference Mission  

5.1 Introduction 

The theme of mission context runs consistently through the goals of the NIAC program.  A 

candidate mission was defined to provide the comparative context for the application of printed 

electronics.   While there are many valuable candidate missions, we selected a recognizable 

science mission in which the vision of implementing the mission with a printed spacecraft 

platform was well-defined.  We chose a surface environmental network for Mars as a realistic 

balance between science value, reasonable technology advancements and a potentially enabling 

use of printed electronics.  Other missions that were considered had notable drawbacks for the 

purposes of this reference mission.  Titan or Europa surface probes, while addressing high value 

science objectives, ran the risk of being too large a step for materials compatibility and 

survivability.  Solar sail missions presented packaging challenges not planned to be addressed in 

this task.  Atmospheric confetti has alternate technologies that could achieve the same objectives 

and therefore was potentially not enabled by printed electronics. The Mars environmental 

surface network represents an optimum balance of: 

 Environmental requirements (temperature, radiation) that are within reach of the 

state of the art within the time frame considered. 

 Functional requirements that push the current state of the art but can be met 

through practical extrapolation of technology advancements. 

 System challenges, the solution to which are possible but not obvious 

 A unique application that provides an enabling twist on an existing concept. 

 Feasible alternate implementations such as technology demonstration payloads or 

Mission of Opportunity flights if a dedicated mission is not desireable. 

 

 

5.2 Science Motivation 

The National Academies Decadal Report “Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in the 

Decade 2013-2022” defines the science priorities for planetary exploration.  Climate and 

atmospheric science is among the top three science priorities within the Mars community. In 

addition, a solid understanding of Martian atmospheric processes substantiated by accurate 

climate models is a critical piece of planning for potential future human exploration at the 

surface, and is a beneficial even for robotic mission operations. The desire for global 

characterization of the Martian atmosphere including surface measurements is expressed in the 

following passage: 
 “Fundamental advances in our understanding of modern climate would come from a 

complete determination of the three-dimensional structure of the Martian atmosphere from 

the surface boundary layer to the exosphere. This should be performed globally, ideally by 

combining wind, surface pressure and accurate temperature measurements from landed and 

orbital payloads. Surface measurements are required to complement these measurements 

and to characterize the boundary layer and monitor accurately the long -term evolution of 

the atmospheric mass. On a global scale, a network of at least 16 meteorological stations 

would be ideal and carrying a capable meteorological payload to measure surface pressure, 

temperature, electrical fields, and winds on all future landed missions would provide an 

excellent start to developing such a network.”2 
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While many of the recent orbiters (Odyssey, MRO, MGS) have been able to observe the weather 

and climate of Mars from space, meteorology measurements on the surface have been more scare 

and localized.  Key interactive processes between the surface and the atmosphere are controlled 

within the Planetary Boundary Layer such as dust lifting, weathering and water vapor exchange 

with the surface/subsurface. Observations within this boundary layer are critical for accurate 

climate and atmospheric models.1  Numerical models of the Martian atmosphere have been 

constructed on various scales to simulate the different atmospheric processes.  Examples 

includes low-resolution (≈300 km) General Circulation Models (GCM), higher resolution limited 

area mesoscale models (≈10–100 km) and microscale or Large Eddy Simulation (LES) models.40 

Unfortunately, on the smallest scales and in the crucial region of the surface-atmosphere 

interface, the models are not well supported by current data.  In situ surface measurements of 

near surface wind, temperature, moisture, and pressure from a set of dedicated meteorological 

sensors are necessary to improve these models.  Measurements from a global network to bolster 

the Global Circulation Models are important as are increased fidelity of measurements within the 

smaller scale areas to support the meso- and microscale models. 

 

5.3 Previous Network Missions and Human Exploration Concepts 

Mars network missions have been studied and proposed numerous times.  Each mission concept 

is different in the details of the implementation but most have some common characteristics and 

challenges that we tried to capture and address in our reference mission.  Broad area coverage is 

one important characteristic.  Global coverage is desired but poses the challenge of multiple 

entry probes with sufficient time spacing to allow the planet’s rotation and access to all 

longitudes. Areas of 100 km2 to 1000 km2 for the distribution of measurements is more easily 

achieved with a single entry vehicle which can deploy multiple landers.  The quantity of 

measurement sites on the surface is also a debatable parameter.  The quantity of a traditional 

“lander” concept (even small systems) is limited by the volume and mass available in a practical 

and qualified aeroshell design.  Quantities as low as four have been proposed as a minimum, but 

most global network concepts consist of 12-16 sites.  There is variability in the sensor packages 

proposed in previous mission concepts, but a common core set of measurements can be 

extracted: temperature, pressure, wind speed, humidity.  Additional measurements of 

atmospheric opacity, wind direction, seismometry, imaging and chemical sensing have sometime 

been combined to address both meteorological and geophysical objectives with one surface 

platform.   

 

Some recent and more notable proposals of Mars meteorological networks are summarized in 

this Section as a means of illustrating the variety of implementation options, science objectives 

and measurements and technical challenges and limitations.   In addition, there are some 

examples of how the meteorological networks can support the Human Exploration goals by 

providing critical environmental information needed to plan the human missions and ensure the 

safety of the astronauts. Network missions represent a key example of potential human–assisted 

science missions that could be performed on Mars. 

 

 MESUR Network  

The original mission concept proposed (circa 1990) was the Mars Environmental Survey 

(MESUR) which was to establish a global network of small science stations on the surface of 

Mars to operate concurrently over a minimum of one Martian year.28    The full network was 
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envisioned to consist of a complement of 16 or more landers providing pole-to-pole coverage of 

the planet. The broad science objectives of the MESUR Network mission were to characterize 

the Martian environment in terms of atmospheric structure, internal structure, global atmospheric 

circulation, surface chemistry, and surface morphology. The strawman science payload for the 

MESUR Network mission included an atmospheric structure package (pressure, temperature, and 

acceleration measurements during descent), cameras for descent and surface imaging, 3-axis 

seismometer, meteorology package, Alpha/Proton/X-Ray spectrometer (APXS), Thermal 

Analyzer/Evolved Gas Analyzer (TEGA), and radio science experiments. 

 

The engineering challenge was how to deliver multiple landers safely to the surface – a fete not 

attempted since Viking.  An engineering precursor mission was devised to “path find” a novel 

new entry, descent and airbag landing system by landing one demonstration vehicle on the 

surface.  Due to budget constraints, this demonstration vehicle eventually became the only 

lander, was augmented with a rover technology demonstration payload and was named the Mars 

Pathfinder mission which was launched in 1996.   

 

 

 
Figure 8 - MESUR Network early concepts (image credit: NASA) 

 

 Pascal 

Pascal was Discovery mission proposed in 2000.  The principal investigator of this mission 

concept was Dr. Robert Haberle from NASA/Ames.  The mission as proposed would place 24 

science stations on the surface of Mars to measure pressure, temperature and optical depth for 

two years.  The stations were delivered by a carrier that entered orbit and served as the relay 

satellite.  The probes used an aeroshell, parachute and crushable material to reach to surface and 

were powered by a micro-thermal power source.44   Later the concept was modified to be 18 

probes to Mars aboard a Delta-II heavy launch vehicle. The probes were deployed on approach 

from a flyby carrier using a propulsive time-of-arrival adjustment to achieve global coverage. 
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The entry, descent, and landing of each probe would utilize an ablative aeroshell, a parachute, 

and an airbag to reduce the impact shock. On the surface, each lander would take daily 

measurements of pressure, opacity, temperature, wind speed, and water vapor concentration, plus 

occasional panoramic imaging over the three year lifetime.  The data would be relayed to an 

orbiter through a UHF link and then transmitted to Earth.  The power was assumed to be 

supplied by a RHU power converter.29   These two versions of the Pascal missions were more 

ambitious than an earlier concept that Dr. Haberle had considered.  The previous mission was 

called “Micro-Met” which delivered 16 stations to the surface that measured pressure only for up 

to one year in conjunction with orbital measurements made by a spacecraft from a separate 

mission.   The “lander stations” weighed less than 4 grams and were purely battery powered 

vehicles.  Each was packaged in its own aeroshell deployed from a carrier vehicle, using a 

parachute and crushable material to decelerate.45 

 

Figure 9 - Pascal Mission Concepts (image credit: NASA) 

  
 

 

 MetNet  

The MetNet mission is an on-going program sponsored by the Finnish Meteorological Institute, 

and the Lavochkin Association in Russia.  The main idea behind the MetNet landing vehicles is 

to use a state-of-the-art inflatable entry and descent system instead of rigid heat shields and 

parachutes as earlier semi-hard landing devices have used. The vehicle decelerates its entry 

speed using the inflatable structure and the final landing sequence includes a cone headed body 

penetrating the Martian soil. It is planned to deploy several tens of metnet landers (MNLs) on the 

Martian surface operating at least partly at the same time to allow meteorological network 

science.  This is a technology demonstration mission utilizing one lander planned for launch in 

the near future (note: at press time the launch date previously quoted as 2014 was uncertain). The 

atmospheric payload includes: a pressure device, humidity and temperature sensors, optical 

devices, panoramic camera, a solar irradiance sensor (MetSIS), two solar incidence angle 

detectors, and a dust sensor.  In addition there is a composition and structure device and a 

magnetometer (MOURA).30 
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Figure 10 - Entry, Descent and Landing Sequence for the Met Net Landers 

 

 Human Exploration Precursor Data 

Data from meteorological networks can play a valuable part in planning for Human Exploration 

missions. A critical piece of knowledge needed includes the atmospheric and environmental 

conditions on the surface.  This data would need to be obtained from robotic precursors missions 

which would characterize atmospheric processes for future Human Exploration missions.  The 

Mars Exploration Planning Group (MEPAG) endorsed such synergy between the robotic 

missions and the Human Exploration program: 

“Other landed missions will be needed to mitigate atmospheric risk. For example, to 

confront atmospheric risks, the most effective approach is a network mission, in which 

simultaneous measurements of the Martian atmosphere are made at multiple locations 

distributed over the planet. Data from a meteorology network would constitute particularly 

valuable input into a Martian atmospheric model for human landings and operations.”1 
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Figure 11 - Goals of the Mars Exploration Program 

 Human Assisted Science Missions 

In 2008, a report was drafted that devised a collection of notional mission concepts called 

“human science reference missions (HSRMs) to illustrate potential objectives and requirements 

for surface operation missions of humans on Mars.31  This report was generated by a group 

called the Human Exploration Mission – Science Advisory Group (HEM-SAG).  Their report 

identified two nominal reference missions, one of which was for humans to deploy and operate a 

network of meteorological stations to study Planetary Boundary Layer phenomena.   

Nominal Atmospheric Human Science Reference Mission (HSRM) 
…two nominal reference missions are identified: an atmospheric reference mission 

and a reference mission to the north polar dome for deep drilling, in order to define 

the more site-specific human-enabled mission activities necessary to sample the 

critical volatile records contained within the polar ice caps. Atmospheric reference 

mission activities are anticipated to be included in all human missions.31  

A printed meteorological lander station could significantly enhance the implementation of the 

envisioned mission for human-assisted atmospheric studies by reducing the size and the weight 

of the stations to be distributed and installed.  If the human explorers could print the lander 

stations in-situ using table top electronics printers, it would allow the real-time reaction to 

discoveries by allowing the fabrication of new sensor platforms and quantities as needed. 

 

 
Figure 12 - Artists Concept for Human Exploration of Mars (image credit: NASA) 
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 Summary of Previous Network Concepts 

The diversity of implementation approaches to an environmental network mission was illustrated 

through the previous examples.  However, these examples shared common challenges that have 

persisted since the first proposed concepts in the 1990s.  These common challenges of the robotic 

network missions was captured in the graphic below from a 2006 publication from the Mars 

Advanced Planning Group.1  Eight years later, the issues of lander dispersion, quantity of 

landers, lander impact qualification, and EDL risks and complexity largely remain as the top 

challenges for any landed network mission.  What is needed is an architecture for the mission 

and the lander which can reach a broad distribution with a simple deployment scheme, can 

eliminate the issue of the hardware structural qualification for landing impact, can dramatically 

increase the number of landers brought to the surface and does not require high-risk EDL 

subsystems such as retro rockets, landing radars, impact attenuation, bridle deployments, and 

vehicle unpacking.  We believe the application of printed electronics to create a thin, flexible, 

low cost integrated science platform offers promise to address many of these challenges. 

 

 
 

  

Figure 13 - Mars Network Lander mission concepts (image credit: NASA) 
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5.4 STANLE Reference Mission  
Disclaimer:  The reference mission described in this section does not represent a mission concept specifically 

recommended or endorsed by the Mars science community or advisory groups.  It is a mission concept that was 

derived by the Printable Spacecraft team in order to establish requirements so that the engineering design reaches  

sufficient maturity to enable the technical and programmatic comparisons desired for this NIAC Phase 2 study.   

 

The mission envisioned for the Printable Spacecraft flutter landers is called Structure of the 

Atmosphere - Network Lander Experiment (STANLE) which will deliver a network of 

thousands of meteorological stations to the surface of Mars covering an area of hundreds of 

square kilometers to support the measurement of moderate scale atmospheric phenomenon.  It 

will record temperature, pressure, wind speed, atmospheric opacity, radiation, and humidity once 

every hour for a Martian year.  A traditional cruise stage and entry system is used which releases 

the printed electronic platforms into the atmosphere after heatshield separation, allowing them to 

flutter to the surface and begin their mission.  A graphical summary is provided in the “STANLE 

Fact Sheet” (Figure 15). 

 

 
 

Figure 14 - Artist Conception of the STANLE Flutter Landers (Image credit: Joseph Harris, JPL) 

 

The STANLE mission would be targeted for a launch year around 2024 which establishes a 

technology readiness date around 2020.  This date is consistent with the NIAC ten year infusion 

horizon and was used as a guide for projecting necessary technology advancements   The 

Mission Class target would be Class C in line with a Discovery Class mission or smaller.  The 

flight system makes maximum use of inheritance from previous medium class missions like 

MER, MPL, and Phoenix for the elements that are unaffected by the technology (e.g. cruise 

stage, entry vehicle, parachute).   It is assumed that there would be an orbital relay asset similar 

to the UHF relay links that exist today through MRO and Odyssey. 
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Figure 15 Graphic Fact Sheet for the STANLE mission concept 
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The landed platform design was devised by the NIAC Printable Spacecraft team.  JPL’s Team X 

organization was instrumental in rounding out some of the mission design parameters including 

the surface operations constraints of solar illumination and communications coverage.  The 

Team X mechanical team designed the conceptual dispenser system and layout within the 

backshell.  The Team X communications chair redefined the link budget consistent with the 

revised parameters for orbital coverage, time and relay system parameters.  

  

 Mission and Vehicle Overview:  

The objective of the STANLE mission architecture is to deliver many thousands of 

meteorological stations to the surface Mars to support the characterization of the Martian climate 

system and how it is controlled by near-surface circulation and atmospheric conditions. The 

STANLE mission would start with a launch from KSC aboard a medium class launch vehicle on 

a direct trajectory to Mars.  The flight system consists of a cruise stage and a single 2.5m entry 

vehicle.  The cruise stage would provide all data systems, navigation, control and communication 

systems for the vehicle during the Earth-to-Mars transit including a simple cold gas propulsion 

system to perform TCMs and final targeting maneuvers on approach.  Inside the entry vehicle are 

the systems necessary to support the descent sequencing after separation from the cruise stage.  

The backshell/entry system would have simple and straightforward electronics and thermal 

batteries to control the functions of the entry and descent. Mounted inside the backshell is an 

array of dispensers which house the stacks of printed landers and the mechanisms to deploy 

them.  The system is sized to hold roughly 7000 landers in a series of 13 dispensers.  The landers 

inside the aeroshell would not be active during cruise. The thermal control of the cruise stage and 

entry vehicle hardware would be traditional heaters and radiators, and would not require a 

pumped fluid system.    

 

                                                              

 
 

Figure 16 - STANLE Cruise Configuration and Entry Vehicle Cut-aways (image credit: Jaime Piacentine, JPL Team X) 
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The cruise stage would initiate separation from the entry vehicle the after final orientation.  Entry 

would be a ballistic entry with heritage thermal protection system (TPS) systems and a parachute 

deployment initiated as a timed sequence from the peak deceleration to match the appropriate 

Mach number.  Thermal batteries provide power and pyro firings. Heatshield release is initiated 

sufficiently after parachute deploy to ensure safe jettison and flyaway at an altitude high enough 

to support the largest distribution ellipse. There is no terminal decent radar, propulsion or landing 

system required.  Once the heatshield is deployed, the various lander dispensers are opened and 

deployed in series.  The landers are pushed out of the storage boxes with a simple spring loaded 

system.  The spring provides enough energy to force the landers past the lip of the backshell and 

into the free flow of the atmosphere.  The deployments would occur over the roughly 100 

seconds of remaining descent time.  The sequenced deployments aid in the along track 

distribution of the landers providing tens of kilometers of dispersion.  The landers are powered 

on after separation from the backshell via a simple breakwire trigger.  Once free of the backshell 

the landers flutter through the atmosphere, eventually coming to rest on the surface of Mars.  

Orientation is influenced by the weight distribution to increase the probability of landing right 

side up.  Once powered on, the lander would proceed with a simple execution script which would 

sequence through each of the sensors once per hour and recording the data in the on board 

memory.  A relay orbiter would initiate communication as it cycles through the cluster of 

landers.  Surface lifetime is planned for one Martian year.  

 

 

Figure 17 STANLE Entry, Descent and Deployment Sequence 
 

 

  Aerodynamics and distribution

The STANLE mission was used as the motivation for the Senior Thesis project of Kathleen 

Riesing and Margaret Tam, aerospace engineering majors at Princeton University.46  They 

studied the aerodynamic behavior of the proposed flutter landers using MATLAB simulations 

and drop tests.  Using data from the Mars-GRAM atmospheric model and lander release 

parameters derived from previous Mars missions, the students calculated the expected down 

range and cross range distribution of the landers.  Above and beyond the flat sheet, they studied 

various shapes including V-fold, cones, gliders and auto-rotators.  The influence of platform 

shapes and mass distribution on stability and landing dispersions was evaluated.   
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The results indicated that the geographic dispersions were in the range of 10 km (lower than 

desired) if the landers were to be released simultaneous from one event. Considering the 

horizontal velocity during the descent event, it implied that a staggered release at a higher 

altitude is essential for a wider area distribution.  This is the baseline approach assumed in 

STANLE.  Lifting bodies such as auto-rotators and gliders reached wider distributions but have 

the added complexity due to the shape and the packaging inefficiency. 

 

Another notable result was that the shape and mass distributions can be used as a means of 

increasing the probability of a desired landing orientation.  Cones and weighted sheets had a 

higher predictability of landing orientation without the shape and packaging complexity of the 

more aerodynamic gliders.  A cone shape may even provide some benefit to the engineering and 

sensors on board, and is worth considering in a future study.  

 

 STANLE Platform Design  

A complete point design of the STANLE platform has been performed in order to align mission 

requirements with capabilities and perform basic sizing of the functional elements and 

subsystems.  The implementation of those elements uses a range of assumptions from today’s 

technology to a reasonable extrapolation of the technology up to the Technology Readiness 

target date of 2020 derived from a typical project timeline.  The result is a self-consistent 

technical baseline for the STANLE platform design. 

 

5.4.3.1 System Design Overview 

The STANLE lander platform is a self-contained flat sheet approximately 125 microns thick that 

houses all the scientific sensors, the data collection and conversion circuits, data storage 

(memory), power production and control circuits, and the communications systems.  The overall 

configuration is shown in Figure 19.  The approximate dimensions are 25x25 cm, the weight is 

less than 13grams and the peak power produced on board is only 100 mW.   

 

 
Figure 18 - System Resource Estimates for the STANLE Platform 
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Figure 19 - Notional Layout of STANLE lander based on area required for each element. 

The scientific sensor suite carried on the platform consists of six primary sensors to measure key 

parameters of the surface boundary layer meteorological behavior.  Those measurements include: 

temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed, light intensity/UV radiation, gamma radiation/total 

dose. Table 2  below describes the desired measurement ranges and accuracies for each sensor 

type.  The REMS suite carried on the Mars Science Laboratory rover can be considered the state 

of the art environmental monitoring systems.  Many of the measurement requirements, 

accuracies and resolution are based on what is achievable on the REMS suite.40   

 
Table 2 - Sensor Requirements 

Sensor Range Accuracy/Resolution Comment 

Temperature -120 to +20 deg C 5 deg / 0.1 deg Depends on latitude and 

season 

Humidity 0% to 100% 10% / 1 % 100% when ice is 

sublimating 

Pressure 30 Pa to 1150 Pa 

(daily variations ~100Pa) 

10 Pa / 0.5 Pa Depends on altitude and 

season 

Light Intensity 

(UV radiation) 

44.7 W/m2 

(210-360 nm) 

5% / 0.5% 6 UV radiation bands 

desired. Total average is 

shown. 

Radiation 20 mrad/day 10 mrad / 5 mrad Total accumulated dose  

Wind Speed 

(horiz) 

0-70 m/s 1 m/s  /  0.5 m/sec Wind direction and 

vertical wind speed 

desirable  
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The operational scenario is a key driver for many of the engineering subsystem of the platform.  

The baseline design assumes one measurement per hour from each of the six sensors is recorded.  

The measurements are converted from analog voltage measurements to a digital value which is 

marked with header data to identify the sensor and the time tag.  This data is stored in the 

memory until the supporting orbital relay spacecraft initiates the communication sequence.  At 

that time the data is uplinked to the relay satellite.  The platform has a dual mode power 

architecture.  During the sunlight hours, the solar cell provides power to the platform as well as 

recharges the battery.  During darkness, the battery supplies operation power to the platform.  All 

communication passes are powered by the battery, not the solar cell.  The power on board 

supports the microcontroller and clock functions, energizes the sensors, supports the ADC and 

the memory read/write functions.  During a sampling period (once per hour), power is supplied 

to the entire platform.  The rest of the hour is a “standby mode” in which power is only supplied 

to the microcontroller and clock.   During a communication pass, power is supplied to the 

memory read/write circuit and the RF system.  The basic engineering requirements and 

assumptions are captured in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 - Engineering Operational Requirements and Assumptions 

Requirement Subsystem 

Solar power supplies operational power during day and recharges 

battery 

Power 

 

Battery provide operational power during night and all comm passes 

(day or night) 

Power, Comm 

Power is applied continuously to the microcontroller and clock Power, Data  

Power is cycled to sensors, ADC, memory (15 minutes per hour) Data, Sensors 

Power is sized to provide one comm link per day Comm, Power 

Memory is sized to hold 5 days of data Data 

Memory is size to record one measurement per sensor per hour plus 

time tags and sensor ID 

Data 

Sensor measurements are provided in 8 bit resolution ADC Data 

Communication is via UHF relay link to orbital asset (assume MRO, 

ODY parameters, 5-20 deg elevation) 

Comm 

3.0 V circuits All 

Thermal System is passive Thermal 

 

Each of the functional elements of the platform are described one by one in the following 

sections.  These sections attempt to provide the basis for the functional feasibility and technology 

advancements needed to achieve the desired functionality.  Some design details and calculations 

used for sizing the engineering subsystems are provided as well. 

 

5.4.3.2 Temperature Sensor 

The current state of the art in printed temperature sensors can already meet the required range of 

operation and sensitivity.  The state of the art is represented by a company called PST which 

produces a patented silicon nanoparticle negative thermal coefficient (NTC) thermistor.  A 

spinoff of the University of Cape Town in South Africa, PST utilizes silicon nanoparticle ink 

which is screen printed into a resistive element which changes resistance with temperature in a 
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precisely calibrated way.   The contacts into the system circuitry are silver ink.  The nanoparticle 

ink is extremely stable and long lived. They produce multiple sensors, depending on the 

temperature range of interest.  The PST “cryogenic sensor” has an active range between -263 deg 

C and +27 deg C with an achievable precision of 0.1 deg C.    

   

 
Figure 20 - PST Thermistor 

 

5.4.3.3 Humidity Sensor  

Two sensor architectures seem to be most common for humidity sensors.  There is a capacitive 

design in which the device is charged to a fixed potential and the discharge time is measured.  

The moisture content changes the capacitance of a humidity sensitive material and therefore the 

discharge time. There is also a resistive architecture in which the resistance of a material changes 

with moisture content which is directly measured. The resistive architecture is favored in higher 

relative humidity (RH) environments whereas the capacitive change sensors typically show good 

response in the lower RH environments.   The parameters that can be adjusted in the design of a 

humidity sensors are the humidity sensitive material itself, the thickness of the sensitive layer, 

the precision and spacing of the interdigitized fingers.  Some of the shortcomings of the current 

sensors with respect to the STANLE requirements include adequate sensitivity over the full 

range of RH 0-100%, notable hysteresis behavior, sensitivity to temperature of the humidity 

sensitive layer.   Each of these shortcomings are essentially challenges for the device design 

rather than a fundamental barrier.  Technology advances would be needed in further 

characterizing the phenomenon that affect sensitivity over range and the hysteresis behavior in 

order to optimize the sensor design or devise a tiered architecture.  Printed humidity sensors are 

critical to the food management industry and environmental monitoring for building 

infrastructure and facilities and are receiving quite a bit of attention from industry. 

 

To provide a sense of the current design state for printed humidity sensors, several examples are 

described here.  A sensor demonstrated by the University of Dresden in 2011 was a capacitive 

design with silver nandectotante finger electrodes ink jet printed onto a polyimide substrate with 

a polymer particle based ink humidity sensitive layer printed over top of the electrodes.  The 

sensor also consists of a matching “control” sensor in which a humidity insensitive layer is 

printed over the electrodes to provide a nulling values for changes in temperature and the 

humidity effects of the substrate.  The sensor was characterized over 12% to 90% RH for various 

thicknesses of humidity sensitive layers.  The sensor showed response to humidity most strongly 

in the 20% to 90% humidity range with hysteresis less than 5%.5 
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Figure 21 - University of Dresden humidity sensor design (finger electrodes and general construction) 

 

 

Alternate concepts for printed humidity sensors were investigated by Tomas Unander at the Mid 

Sweden University.  He investigated five types of sensors optimized for low or high humidity.  

For one particular sensor design, he measured the moisture content of the substrate itself and was 

able to demonstrate a sensitivity of 0.22% through a capacitive type sensor.  This construction 

showed good stability over a range of temperatures (0.36% variation) but suffered from 

hysteresis and limited range of RH.  This sensor was ultimately included in an integrated system 

including power and RFID communication.6   

 

 
 
Figure 22 Capacitive Humidity Sensor (Mid Sweden University) measurements and example of a lab set-up for a fully 
integrated sensor system. 

 

A third example comes from researchers at Western Michigan University who fabricated an 

interdigitated capacitive humidity sensor using two different thickness of a humidity layer (1 µm 

and 500 µm of Hydrophilic polymer pHEMA).  These were tested over a range of 30% to 80% 

Relative Humidity.  The sensors showed significant variation in the capacitance of the humidity 

sensing material over the higher end of the RH range tested.  The measurements were affected by 

temperature showing a much higher sensitivity with increasing temperature.9  
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Figure 23 - Western Michigan University Printed Humidity Sensor 

. 

 

5.4.3.4 Pressure Sensors   

The hydrostatic atmospheric pressure on Mars averages about 600Pa, but can range from as low 

as 30 Pa to as high as1150 Pa (0.004 to 0.167 psi), depending on location, season and time of 

day.  Daily variations can be on the order of 110 Pa.  These are extremely low pressures 

compared to the static pressure levels that current printed pressure sensors are designed to 

measure.  Most terrestrial hydrostatic printed pressure sensors are designed to operate in ranges 

from 35 kPa to 700 kPa (5 psi to 100 psi).  The challenge in developing a sensor for Mars 

conditions is to lower the sensitivity range into this extremely low pressure regime.  Other 

technology advancements include the charge amplifier circuits needed to increased voltage 

response range. 

 

There are several common architectures for pressure sensors: resistive, capacitive, piezo or 

electro active.  The resistive approach, where a material changes its resistance due to the pressure 

placed upon it, has poor sensitivity in the low pressure regime.  It also suffers from high 

hysteresis.  A capacitive device or piezo electric device relies on the deformation of a small 

cavity to register a change in the electrical behavior of the circuit (see Figure 24).  The output 

current is directly related to the dielectric capacitance which enables the sensing of an applied 

pressure.  These devices are more challenging to manufacture and they also have inadequate 

sensitivity in the low pressure regimes.   

 
Figure 24 Piezoelectric sensor construction (image credit: Xerox PARC) 

The emerging developments that support realistic sensing in “artificial skin” are promising in 

terms of range of detection.  The goal of the artificial skin is to sense the dynamic application of 

a “light touch” pressure but then also continue to detect the static application and subtle changes 

in that pressure.  One example comes from Dr. Bao at Stanford University.  She has developed a 

mircro-structured rubber based capacitive sensor that has demonstrated sensitivity down to 3 Pa.   

The 6 µm sized pyramidal structure is molded in PDMS which acts as the dielectric layer in the 

sensor.  The unique shape and size of the structured PDMS allows it to deflect elastically under 

small pressures with increased sensitivity over an unstructured layer and exhibits none of the 

viscoelastic creep of other designs.11 While this device is not “printed” per se, it is compatible 

with the thin flexible form factor of the science platform. 
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 Figure 25 Microstructure PDMS, fabricated pressure sensors, demonstrated results 

 

 

 

 

5.4.3.5 Light Intensity   

The light intensity on the surface of Mars is a useful measurement for detecting the opacity of 

the atmosphere or even measuring the accumulation of dust on the sensor.   The range of 

wavelengths is broad and measurements in multiple wavelengths provide valuable data for 

determining atmospheric constituents, dust, and scattering properties.  With a printed 

photosensor, the sensing layer can be engineered to be responsive to different wavelengths and 

therefore multiple sensors can work in concert to cover a range of wavelength.    Large area 

sensors utilizing carbon nano-powders with organic transistors, have been designed for infra-red 

detection.  Various other optically sensitive materials have been used from PVDF to multi-

walled Carbon Nano-tubes.  Zinc oxide nanoparticles have been reported as a sensing layer for 

the ultraviolet light.39  Sensitivities (1 µW) well in excess of the requirements expressed in Table 

2 have been established in the IR wavelengths with printed photosensors.41  

 

The UV band is of most interest at Mars to answer questions of habitability.  Acreo, an element 

of the Swedish ICT Research Institutes, has developed a UV sensor that uses an innovative new 

type of ink that detects and measures UV-light directly on the printed sensor platform. A fully 

functional prototype was developed and demonstrated this year.63  The UV-detector contains a 

printed area that is sensitive to UV light. The radiation is converted to an electronic signal which 

is proportional to UV light intensity. The result of the measurement is read directly on the 

display. It also gives the total dose of UV light exposure. 

 

 
Figure 26 Acreo low-cost, printed, UV sensor system 
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5.4.3.6 Radiation 

Recording the total ionizing dose of gamma radiation throughout the life of the mission is 

desirable to investigate habitability, microbial survival and the preservation of organic 

chemicals. The average dose per day on the surface is 20 mrad with peaks up to 1000mrad/day 

during solar proton events as measured by the recent RAD instrument on the Mars Science 

Laboratory mission.49  Radiation dosimeters are not a challenge to create in a printed system.  

Radiation sensors are simple resistive devices in which a screen printed active layer changes its 

electrical resistance based on absorbed radiation.  There are several materials, such as TiO2, 

CuO, ZnO, CdO, MnPc, which have been characterized for electrical behavior upon exposure to 

radiation.50, 51 An alternate approach to radiation sensor is based on the response of a standard 

thin film a-Si solar cell as a detector for total dose.17  Testing was performed to show a 

detectable response in an array for standard cells up to 500 Gy/50krad. 

One resistive device was recently tested by the University of Limerick, Ireland using a Nickel-

Oxide sandwiched in silver contacts.  This device was formulated using thick film pastes. A NiO 

polymer paste and a silver paste were used to fabricate the radiation sensitive material and 

contacts respectively. Pastes were screen 

printed on glass substrates to form a 

sandwich Metal-Semiconductor-Metal 

structure with an active area of 1cm2 and a 

film thickness of 70μm.15  As the radiation 

sensitive material was exposed to gamma 

radiation (up to 720 Gy/72krad), the 

electrical behavior of the NiO paste was 

measured showing a noticeable change in the 

current voltage characteristics.  The 

permittivity of the device decreased by a 

factor of two over the radiation range 

tested.15    
Figure 27 - Dependence of normalized current (I-I0)/I0 with 

radiation dose under an applied voltage of 3V.  (image 
credit: University of Limerick). 

5.4.3.7 Wind Speed 

The typical method for calculating wind speed is a hot wire or hot film anemometer.  The wire or 

film is heated above the ambient conditions and as the wind blows the atmosphere past the wire 

it produces a signal proportional to the heat transfer between the atmosphere and the element.    

Commercial hot film anemometers are already somewhat compatible with printed electronics 

techniques and the thin, flexible form factor.  They are low voltage, low current devices and are 

already fabricated in thin film constructions.18   Power to heat above ambient can be a few 

milliwatts depending on the convective and radiation losses.  The bigger challenge for the flat 

landers is providing the physical orientation and exposure to wind speed directions.   

Figure 28 Commercially available thin film anemometer (image credit: Hukseflux USA Thermal Sensors) 
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5.4.3.8 Data Storage 

Based on the engineering and operational assumptions described in the design overview, the data 

storage volume needs to be sized to hold one measurement per sensor per hour plus time stamps 

and sensors identification for five days.  Each sensor measurement is 8 bits resolution from the 

ADC.  Making some efficient assumptions as to the header information, these requirements 

calculate out to be just over 8.5 kbits of data volume for 5 days.   

 

Figure 29 Data Volume Calculation 

Day (9 bits)

Hour (5 bits) Sensor ID (3 bits) Measurement (8 bits)

1713  bits per day 71 bits per hour

71 x 24 hours + 9 bits for day ID (3+8) x 6 sensors + 5 bits for hour ID

The design of the data storage/memory is based on the ferroelectric printed memory that 

Thinfilm products initially released in 2009. A described in the Thinfilm’s product release 

documentation, the basic design of Thinfilm Memory is a ferroelectric film sandwiched between 

two electrodes. When voltage is applied, the dielectric dipoles within the polymer layer align in 

one of two directions, depending on whether the voltage is applied to the top or bottom electrode. 

When the voltage is removed, the material remains pinned in the same state, and can be read as a 

one or a zero – a non-volatile memory cell. 52 

 

Figure 30 ThinFilm Ferroelectric  Memory (image credit: Thin Film, Inc.) 

The memory cells have been demonstrated to have long lifetime and degradation rates less than 

silicon. The product is also compatible with high volume production on roll-to-roll printing 

presses. In 2010, Thinfilm and Xerox PARC teamed up to add logic functionality to the memory 

using TFTs.  The partnership released Thinfilm Addressable Memory™, the first printed 

rewritable memory addressed by organic logic.  The logic shares several layers with the 

ferroelectric memory and was designed synergistically from a materials and construction 

perspective.  This Thinfilm Addressable Memory ™ is now incorporated in many products from 

food packaging labels to inventory management tags.  

http://www.thinfilm.no/news/thinfilm-unveils-first-scalable-printed-cmos-memory/
http://www.thinfilm.no/news/thinfilm-unveils-first-scalable-printed-cmos-memory/
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Figure 31 Xerox PARC and Thinfilm addressable memory and its application in a temperature sensing tag.   

The physical size of the memory on the STANLE platform was determined by the ThinFilm 

construction.  The current assembly of the memory includes a small area for the polymer matrix 

and electrodes of the memory itself as well as a large “pad” for interconnects and connection to 

logic TFT for the read/write circuits.  The current data density is about 3.2 bits/cm2.  We have 

assumed that the design and technology will advance by the technology readiness date of 2020, 

to include a more integrated design between memory and logic which will reduce the number 

and size of the contact pads through a more integrated design. A tenfold increase in bits/cm2 was 

assumed providing a calculated area of 15cmx15cm for the memory on the STANLE platform.  

 

5.4.3.9 Analog to Digital Data Conversion 

The data conversion from analog to digital is assumed to be done by a printed analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC).  Recently, a fully printed analog to digital conversion circuit was produces and 

demonstrated.  The ADC circuits printed by CEA-Liten includes more than 100 n and p type 

transistors and a resistive layer on a transparent plastic sheet. The ADC circuit offers a resolution 

of 4bits, and has a speed of 2Hz. The ADC was designed by Eindhoven University of 

Technology, ST Microelectronics and University of Catania, in the framework of the EU project 

COSMIC (Complementary Organic Semiconductors and Metal Integrated Circuits).20   The size 

of the current device is 24cm2.  The technology extrapolation for this device is to achieve an 8 bit 

resolution in the same area.  The developers of this first version anticipate being able to reduce 

the area significantly through their continuing developments.   

 

 
Figure 32 Printed ADC developed through the EU COSMIC project (image credit: CEA-Liten) 
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5.4.3.10 Microcontroller 

The one functional subsystem of the STANLE platform that is difficult to extrapolate into a fully 

printed system is the microprocessor.  A printed microprocessor to manage the functions of the 

STANLE platform is the biggest push for the technology advancement.  The fundamental 

limitations of being able to produce the logical circuits needed to execute commands and 

programs is the circuit speed allowed by the materials and feature size, as well as the variability 

in the manufacturing process and the effect that has on the performance of the circuit.  The 

current state of the art for the printed logic circuits is not capable of formulating the equivalent of 

a microprocessor in a reliable and cost effective way.  One mitigation for the limitation is to 

reduce the functionality required to the execution of fixed sequences that do not require fast 

execution speeds.  In 2011, a partnership of IMEC/TNO/Polymer Vision presented the closest 

thing to a printed “processor” fabricated on a flexible plastic substrate with organic transistors 

using a variety of application methods including spin coating and etching to create a matrix of 

transistors to execute a fixed program.  The processor can run only one simple program of 16 

instructions. The commands are hardcoded into a second foil etched with plastic circuits that can 

be connected to the processor to “load” the program. This program allows the processor to 

calculate a running average of an incoming signal.  The chip runs at a speed of six hertz and can 

only process information in eight-bit chunks.22 

 

 
Figure 33 Plastic processor foil (left) and the symbol, instruction set, and architecture of the main building block of the 

processor (right).  Image credit: IMEC/TNO/Polymer Vision. 24 

The processor starts with a 25µm thick sheet of flexible plastic, a layer of gold electrodes are 

deposited on top, followed by an insulating layer of plastic, another layer of gold electrodes and 

the plastic semiconductors. Those transistors were made by spinning the plastic foil to spread a 

drop of organic liquid into a thin, even layer. When the foil is heated gently the liquid converts 

into solid pentacene, a commonly used organic semiconductor. The different layers were then 

etched using photolithography to make the final pattern for transistors. This plastic single 

program “processor” is approximately 2 cm x 2 cm containing approximately 4000 transistors. It 

operates between 10-20 volts with a power consumption of 92 µW.24 

The functions required by the STANLE processor are much more elaborate than what can be 

accomplished with something like the first flexible plastic processor.  Required functions include 

clock synchronization, execution script for polling the sensors, controlling the write/read 

http://www.technologyreview.com/blog/editors/24040/
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sequencing of the memory, and power regulation.  Extrapolating the advances needed in 

designing a fabricating a printed microprocessor was not attempted.  Manufacturing consistency, 

feature size, mobility and circuit speed, voltage level, and device density are all facets of the 

device that would need to be advanced.  Instead, the STANLE platform assumes a “hybrid” 

approach of including a silicon microcontroller while maintaining the flexible and thin form 

factor and low voltage architecture.  The microcontroller is assumed to be based on a novel 

Silicon on Polymer (SOP)™ thin film microprocessor device developed by American 

Semiconductor.25   This device will control the sequencing for the sensor readings, and manage 

the time stamp/header information and control the logic for memory read write.  It is an 8-bit 

RISC microprocessor operating at 20 Mhz, and low voltage (<3 V).  It provides a real time clock 

and timer and allows for 8KB of program/data RAM, 1 KB of program ROM.25   The entire 

microprocessor is packaged into a 5mm x 5mm area on a 14-25 micron thick polymer substrate.    

It is the perfect device to leverage the increased functionality of a silicon device without losing 

the low voltage, thin, flexible form factor desired with Flexible Hybrid electronics (FHE).  The 

device as designed today will meet the functional requirements of the STANLE platform and 

does not necessarily require significant technology advancements.  The challenge is with the 

integration of the device into the printed platform as the manufacturing of the FleX ™ devices is 

done in a traditional foundry and the interconnects are extremely small. 

 

Figure 34 American Semiconductor FleX microcontroller (image credit: ASI) 

 

5.4.3.11 Solar Cells 

The power system is architected to ensure continuous 

operation of the STANLE platform regardless of 

solar illumination.  The platform contains solar cells 

to provide the operational power of the lander as well 

as recharge the battery during the day.  According to 

the power budget provided in 5.4.3.1, the solar cells 

are required to produce approximately 50 mW (we 

have allocated space and mass for 100 mW) and are 

strung together to provide the 3 V to the platform.  

The solar cells are sized to recharge the 35 mAhr of 

battery capacity in approximately 5 hours.  
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Terrestrial applications have driven the printed solar cell technology to a very mature state.  The 

materials and device fabrication technology has been optimized for manufacturing efficiency and 

low mass.  For the STANLE platform, we have made two assumptions with respect the solar 

cells.  The first is that the materials choices, packaging and encapsulation approach are revamped 

to be optimized for the space environment.  The second is that the cell level performance metrics, 

(e.g. conversion efficiency and W/gm2) will continue to advance until 2020 as they have over 

the past decade.  Below in Table 4 are the estimates of the technology advancement for cell 

efficiency, and specific weight.  The “panel” specific weight for the STANLE application was 

pushed higher than a terrestrial application because of the limited number of cells on the 

STANLE platform and the lack of any structural framing mass required.   Based on the 

performance metrics assumed below, the area required to produce the 100 mW needed for the 

system design was calculated to be ~4 cm x 4 cm assuming the solar irradiance at Mars.   

 

Figure 35 (A) OPV cell efficiency (image credit: IAPP) (B) Cell and Panel Specific Weight (image credit: Nature55)                        
(C) Solarmer OPV champion cell (image credit: Solarmer) 

  

Table 4 Performance Advancements assumed for STANLE solar cells 

Solar Cell Technology Projections Printed  Printed  

TODAY54 2020 

Cell Efficiency 9% 14% 

Panel/System Efficiency 5% 10% 

 Cell Specific Weight (W/gm) 0.3 to 10 3 to 20 

Panel/System Specific Weight (W/gm) 0.02 3 
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5.4.3.12 Battery 

The battery is sized to provide power for night time operations and communication passes.  

Using the power modes from the system design table (Figure 18), the battery capacity required is 

approximately 35 mAhr.  There are currently commercially available printed thin film batteries 

that can readily provide that capacity at the 3-4 V level.  However, those batteries are not 

rechargeable and have a current discharge limitation of only a few milliamps.56   The 

communication burst would draw current at almost 0.5 Amps for a few seconds.      Alternate 

choices for energy storage would include super capacitors or thin solid state energy cells.  A 

printed super capacitor can be recharged but also is limited in its discharge current.33,34  A solid 

state cell such as Thinergy MEC 200 series could discharge at a higher current closer to what is 

required for the communications system but has a more limited capacity (few mAh).57    

Battery Capacity:   

Nightime duration (hrs) 12   

Duty Cycle - Sampling 25%   

Duty Cycle - Standby 75%   

Operating Voltage (V) 3   

Operations Capacity (mAhr)   22 

Communications Power (mW) 1500   

Comm Duration (sec) 6   

Comm Capacity (mAhr)   1 

Margin (50%)  11 

Total Battery Capacity (mAhr)   34 

(powers nighttime ops plus comm)   

Therefore, the desired technology advancements are to increase the discharge current, increase 

the capacity and add the ability to recharge.  On this last point, Imprint Energy has recently 

announced the success of its ZincPoly™ rechargeable printed flexible battery and has received 

significant funding to bring the product to market.60 So this technological advancement may not 

be that far off.   Technology advancements are also needed to expand the operating temperature 

range for the materials and to provide vacuum compatible packaging for space applications.  

Power management circuitry would be needed including power switching, regulation and 

shunting. 

 

Figure 36 Imprint Energy ZincPolyTM printed rechargeable battery 
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5.4.3.13 Communications 

The STANLE platform assumes a UHF relay link to a Mars orbiter.  The Team X study session 

was able to analyze the MRO and Odyssey coverage for various zones on the planet and could 

confirm that the majority of the time, there is a contact opportunity once every sol, assuming a 

reasonable elevation angle (see Figure 37).   That conclusion starts to break down when you 

factor in higher latitude landing sites (above 60 deg), and the practical limit of how many landers 

the orbiter can sequence through in the pass duration.  Assuming the downlink event is powered 

by the battery removes the additional constraint for solar illumination during the communication 

pass.  Assuming three lander dispersion zones less than 500km long, the current communication 

scheme can support a 24 minute pass each day by each of two relay orbiters for each zone.  In 

order to support roughly 2500 landers per zone in a 5 sol window, each lander would be 

allocated about 6 seconds for its comm pass.  The assumption is that the orbiter initiates each 

lander’s downlink with a ping and cycles through the various landers when in view. Allocating 

some time within the six seconds for the initiation sequence, each lander must support a 

downlink rate of roughly 2 kbps.    

 

 

Figure 37 Communications coverage for MRO and ODY 

The MRO and ODY orbiter’s UHF links operate between 400-435Mhz at fixed integral data 

rates (1,2,4,8,16,kbps up to 2048 kbps). These parameters and others defined for the relay links 

were used in the link analysis tools.59   The STANLE on board communication system consists 
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of a modulator, transmitter and antenna.  The antenna design assumed a gain of -5dBic at 5 

degree elevation.  The modulator imparted a simple convolutional code.  To sustain a rate of 2 

kbps, the on board transmitter was assumed to be 1.5 W.  The telecommunications link between 

the STANLE platform and the relay orbiter with these parameters closed with a margin greater 

than 3 dB. 

As far as implementing the RF system in a printed form factor, there are challenges similar to 

those described for the microcontroller.  The antenna is assumed to be a simple flat antenna in a 

printed form factor.  The antenna is not the technology challenge and in fact several printed UHF 

antenna designs have been fabricated, tested and data published.35, 36   The RF circuitry 

(modulator and transmitter) is a larger challenge.  Several commercial companies have produced 

near field RFID systems at 13 Mhz with fully printed RF electronics. Faster circuit speeds are 

required to support the higher frequency band.  In addition, to boost the signal for the longer 

range compared to the near field systems, a higher RF power output is needed.   Just as the 

flexible hybrid electronics approach was the solution for the microprocessor, a similar solution 

can exist for the RF system. The American Semiconductor FleX RFICTM SOP chip has recently 

become available.26   The frequency band is 915 Mhz UHF but is still only a low power solution.  

However, there is the possibility of extrapolating this technology more readily into the needs of a 

mars relay UHF system.   

Figure 38 (A) FleX SOPTM RFIC block diagram (image credit: American Semiconductor)      
 (B) Printed antenna for STANLE prototype (image credit: PARC) 

(A)   (B)  

 

5.4.3.14 Thermal Design 

The thermal design of the STANLE platform is purely passive.  It is assumed that the platform 

and all the elements on it are cycling along with the environmental conditions.  There are no 

provisions in the current design and sizing to provide any power for heating the platform or 

maintaining thermal stability.  The sensors must be designed to be stable or calibrated vs 

temperature.  The materials and construction is assumed to survive the thermal cycling between 

the range of -120 to +20 deg C. 

 

 Study Considerations 

5.4.4.1 Technology Gap Assessment 

After the discussion of the state of the technology with respect to each of the functional areas, it 

is helpful to summarize the overall state of readiness today for the STANLE platform design.  

For some areas, a printed system is not the only solution that will preserve the platform 
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characteristics of a thin flexible sheet.  Integrating flexible hybrid electronics into the solution 

space can dramatically change the outlook of functionality.  Table 5 below illustrates the gap 

remaining and development necessary to bring each area up to a state of readiness.  The 

programmatic assumptions outlined a Technology Readiness date of 2020.  With an additional 

six years of investment it seems likely that the engineering functional elements will close the gap 

if not with a printed solution then a flexible hybrid solution.  Each of the sensor areas has 

commercial applications and the capabilities are also likely to continue to advance with respect 

to sensitivity, accuracy, stability and range.  The tallest tent pole would be the reliability of the 

measurement under the varying conditions of Mars.  

Table 5 State of Readiness of STANLE Functional Elements 

Functional Element Necessary Advancements TRL Estimate

Printed Flex Hybrid

Sensors

Temperature Sensor Green Green

fully characterize and calibrate over in flight environment 4

Humidity Sensor Yellow Yellow Increased sensitivity of materials; printing resolution; 

material hysteresis; single material for broad range 3

Pressure Sensor Red Red integrate basic sensing mechanism into full device; 

characterize influence on environment; would pursue 

traditional sensor compatibility with platform 2

Light Sensor Yellow Yellow sensitivity and characterization in multiple wavelengths; 

investigate "array" approach 3

Radiation Yellow Yellow functionality and form factor exist; characterize materials 

and performance for environments 4

Wind Speed Yellow Yellow sensitivity and performance in Mars atmospheric 

conditions, calibration over environments. 4

Engineering Systems

Memory Yellow Green sufficient memeory exists on FHE solutions; if printed 

then advances needed in printing resolution; higher 

density form factor 3 to 4

ADC Yellow Green increased resolution 4bit to 8 bit; alternate exists to use 

FHE solution. 3

Processing Red Green Only green for FHE solution with flexible silicon chip; for 

printed significant increase in circuit speed, 

manufacturing consistency; printing resolution,  

4 FHE

2 Printed

Solar Cells Green Green optimization of materials for conditions, longevity 

testing. 4

Energy Storage Yellow Yellow printed secondary batteries, high current discharge; 

vacuum compatible materials / packaging; investigate 

power regulation circuits and dual mode solutions 2 to 3

Antenna Green Green

design and demonstrate for frequency and gain. 6

RF Electronics Red Yellow FHE solution shows promise but not designed for 

frequency, power and rate.

2 FHE

2 Printed

Interconnects Green Green benefits from materials and manufacturing advances but 

no critical advances needed. 6

State of Technology Today
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5.4.4.2 System Design and Mission Trades 

As with any mission concept, it takes many iterations to optimize the overall approach, and 

vehicle design.  In this study we have managed to do about one-and-a half passes through the 

overall mission design and flight system approach.  As the concept was developing there were 

many trades that were identified to either improve performance/design, address a concern or get 

closer to the desired data return.  Several of those areas are described below.  Given more time 

and resources these would be pursued as part of mission concept maturation.   
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 Aerodynamics and Global Coverage of Landers:  The concept pursued in this study was a 

single large entry vehicle with many landers for the ease of comparing to an existing 

traditional concept.  The single aeroshell allows distribution over a moderate area which 

can support intermediate scale modeling goals.  However, it does not meet the highly 

desirable global coverage.   That would certainly require multiple entry probes targeted to 

different longitudes and latitudes.   

 Simplify the descent sequence.  Other possibilities can be considered that could even 

further simplify the descent and lander release.  The dispensers could be mounted to the 

heatshield and be released backward into the airstream rather than down and away from 

the backshell. The parachute could be eliminated and a high altitude, high speed mortar 

deployment of the landers could be envisioned.  Eliminating the parachute would further 

reduce the cost and risk of EDL.   
 Lander configuration:  Questions arise about whether the lander is biased to land “face 

up”.  We did not embark on a trade between a double sided lander or a biased 

configuration.  The flight testing by the Princeton students did show that weighting the 

bottom of the lander increased the probability of landing face up.    Some evaluation of 

alternate shapes for the flutter landers (cones, autorotators, etc) was done by the 

Princeton students and showed promise for wider dispersion and oriented landing.  

Because flexible printed electronics could easily be compatible with these simple shapes, 

it is worth considering.  A “raised” shape may enhance the science for some of the 

sensors and engineering systems (wind, temperature, solar cells and communications).   

5.4.4.3 Top Technical Risks  

Every mission concept has features or characteristics that pose risk to mission success.  To have 

a fully vetted mission concept, each one must be pursued and mitigated to ensure it does not pose 

a fatal flaw.  This task is usually tackled in the conceptual design phase.  This STANLE mission 

concept is no different.  There are several architectural and “operational” issues, as well as 

advances in support systems that must be considered before endorsing this mission concept.  

These were not tackled in the scope of the NIAC task, but were identified through the course of 

defining the reference mission.  They should certainly be addressed during any subsequent 

concept maturation activity.   Some risks are mission architecture risks that would exist for any 

large quantity of small, lightweight landers on the surface.   

 Positional stability of the landers on the surface in the presence of strong winds 

 Dust accumulation on low flat surfaces and the impact on solar power and sensor 

measurements. 

 Communication switching architecture with existing orbital assets: fast cycling 

and re-initializing with a new lander every few seconds plus differentiation of 

signal.  

 Perception of too many landers as “litter” on the surface and ensuring the 

planetary protection sterilization requirements can be met. 

Some risks are unique to the printed electronics construction  

 Characterization of performance changes with temperature and elongation/strain 

in the platform substrate   

 Stacking abrasion with high density packaging. 

 Aerodynamic interaction with the backshell and/or heatshield during deployment 

of the flutter landers. 
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6 STANLE Reference Mission – Scorecard 

6.1 Overview 

Any technology needs to be evaluated on its value proposition.  Does incorporating the 

technology into a mission bring value to that mission…a reduction in cost, risk, schedule, or an 

increase in science return or capability?  In order to make that evaluation for printed electronics, 

specifically the printed network lander, we used the JPL Team X organization to evaluate the 

differences in mass, cost, schedule and risk for a Mars lander mission using a traditional lander 

and using the printed lander.  The expectation was that the simplicity of the printed landers along 

with the unique flutter lander architecture would reduce the cost, complexity and risk associated 

with hardware development costs, system I&T and the entry descent and landing support 

hardware.  

 

Team X is a highly sophisticated interactive, real-time design environment specifically 

formulated to do early trade studies and subsystem-level design work.   The Team X 

environment condenses a design team effort that would normally be performed over several 

months into several hours perfecting this process through over 1100 studies.  Team X is 

composed of about 20 discipline experts, taken from the ranks of the organizations responsible 

for that work at JPL, using tools designed and approved by these same organizations. Studies are 

conducted in a dedicated room with networked workstations sharing data on a common server. 

The team’s work can range from simple mass or cost estimation of existing designs to more 

complex optimization trades.  Team X is an integral part of JPL’s concept development process.   

 

Our approach to evaluate the benefit of infusing the printed lander was to assess the changes in 

key metrics for each of the major project hardware and development phases.  We created a 

“scorecard” of the key metrics by each hardware development and functional mission phase that 

we expected to be influenced by the introduction of the printed lander (see Figure 39).   Our 

predictions were that introducing the printed lander into the mission would offer a higher value 

for these important metrics in the majority of the key phases. In order to focus the comparison, 

we intentionally assumed some elements remained invariant: launch mass, cruise stage, entry 

conditions and parachute.   

 
Figure 39 Project-level Benefits Scorecard.  Check marks indicate predictions validated by Team X.   

 Two predictions were overturned by the Team X results. 
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By using the Team X processes, databases, and personnel, we were able to access information 

from a complete study of a moderate class (~$400M) traditional Mars lander mission.   This 

traditional mission assumed the classic architecture of a separable cruise stage, aeroshell entry, 

parachute, and propulsive descent and soft touchdown of a stationary lander.  The Team X study 

contained mission design, trajectories, flight system design including subsystem component 

details, operational scenarios and full mass/power list and cost down to the box level. The study 

also included cost estimates for the entire project with flight system details internal to the 

subsystems and separated by vehicle (cruise stage, entry vehicle, etc).  These detailed elements 

were then manipulated (moved or deleted) as needed to accommodate the requirements of the 

printed lander mission which formed the basis of the comparison of the two mission 

implementations.  

 

 The Team X study validated most of the predictions – indicated with a “checkmark” in Figure 

39.  In a few places, the results of the Team X study indicated a change to the prediction – 

indicated with a change in color.  The change in the “same to traditional” in cruise stage and 

entry vehicle development was due to shifting functions normally provided by the traditional 

lander into the backshell or cruise stage.  This is explained further in the “Technical Design 

Changes” paragraph below.   In several places, such as the payload development (e.g. the printed 

landers), Team X did not assess a comparison. 

 

This Chapter will discuss the technical changes that were needed in the “traditional mission” 

flight system to accommodate the printed landers.  We then present the resulting comparison of 

cost and mass.  Schedule was not investigated in a detailed manner, but a qualitative comparison 

was made by the Team X system leadership.  

 

6.2 Technical Design Changes 

The architecture of the Fight System for the traditional mission is shown in the block diagram in 

Figure 40.  A common trait of the traditional Mars lander missions is to utilize the capability of 

the lander to provide many of the higher order functions for the Cruise Stage and Entry Vehicle 

such as command and data handling, telecommunication transceivers, and attitude control 

algorithms.  When a highly functional traditional lander is replaced with the simplicity of the 

printed lander, many of those functions/systems need to be added either to the entry vehicle or 

the cruise stage.  The Team X study systematically identified the subsystem elements that needed 

to be “moved” from the lander.  Many of the lander elements are completely eliminated from the 

design when the printed landers are included.  Likewise, there is some unique “new” hardware 

that needs to be added specifically for the printed lander implementation.  Most notable is the 

dispensers for the landers.  The three kinds of modifications are shown graphically in the revised 

block diagram Figure 41 and itemized in Table 6. 

 

The new dispenser hardware and structural changes needed in the backshell were designed and 

evaluated by the Team X mechanical and configuration leads.  They assessed the ability to 

package and support the additional hardware.  They performed conceptual designs of several 

dispenser ideas, settling on the collection of spring loaded boxes shown in the reference mission 

section Figure 16.  A mass and cost estimate for these new elements was generated by those 

technical leads.   
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Figure 40 Traditional Mars Lander Flight System Block Diagram 

 

 
 

Figure 41 Printed Lander Flight System block diagram 
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Table 6 Design modifications made to flight system 

Delete from Design Moved to BS or CS Add as NEW for Printed  

UHF monopole Thermal Battery UHF Transceivers Dispensers and mechanisms 

UHF Helix RADAR Li Ion Battery Structural mods to backshell  

Lander SSPA Touch Down Sensors PDU  

Lander SDST Descent Engines PIU  

Lander MGA Descent Prop System C&DH   

Lander Rec LGA Lander TCS system CBU (aka BCB)  

Lander Xmit LGA Lander Solar Arrays IMU  

 

6.3 Cost Comparison 

The cost structure for the two mission implementations follows the standard JPL Work 

Breakdown Structure (WBS) with the additional elements of aerothermal testing and landing 

radar unique to entry/landing missions.  In addition, in the Team X database the flight subsystem 

costs were broken down between cruise stage, entry vehicle and lander down to the element box 

level for each subsystem.  That allowed us to readily assess the cost adjustments needed to 

account for the deleted or moved items described earlier.   

 

 
WBS Elements 

1.0 Project Management 

2.0 Project System Engineering 

3.0 Mission Assurance 

4.0 Science 

5.0 Payload System  

6.0 Flight System 

6.01 Flight System Management 

6.02 Flight System System Engineering 

6.04 Power 

6.05 C&DH 

6.06 Telecommunication 

6.07 Structures  

6.08 Thermal 

6.09 Propulsion 

6.10 ACS 

6.11 Harness 

6.12 S/C Software 

6.13 M&P 

6.14 Testbeds 

NA Radar 

NA Aerothermal testing 

7.0 Mission Operations Preparation 

9.0 Ground Data System 

10.0 ATLO 

11.0 Education and Public Outreach 

12.0 Mission and Navigation Design 

Reserves   
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In our cost comparison, we focused mainly on the hardware related WBS elements.  A common 

feature of cost models is that the non-hardware, level of effort tasks, such as Mission Assurance, 

Material and Processes, are scaled as a percentage of the hardware element costs or mass.  We 

did not take any of those cost adjustments into account.  More precisely, we only compared WBS 

elements 5.0, 6.0 and 10.0. 

 

The cost comparison for the Flight System estimates generated a “conservative” number and an 

“aggressive” number. The conservative cost numbers presented for the printed mission 

implementation are derived purely from the removal or addition of a box cost.  Within a 

subsystem, we did not adjust the level of effort tasks such as management, systems engineering, 

or contract oversight.  We did not make any changes to the software estimates or system 

testbeds.  With the exception of one item, we did not take credit for any potential savings 

associated with a reduction in the level of complexity of the elements that were moved from the 

lander to the backshell.   The one exception was the C&DH system from the traditional lander.  

The design from the traditional lander was fully redundant to meet requirements of the surface 

mission lifetime.  When we moved the data system to the cruise stage for the printed mission, its 

function was reduced to supporting cruise and the initial entry sequence which seemed 

appropriate for a single string design.  We removed the recurring engineering cost and the mass 

of the redundant cards.  It was assessed by the Team X subsystem leads that several elements in 

the thermal design, CDH, and power subsystem (batteries, power distribution and pyro 

electronics) would have reduced requirements and could be simplified.  However, without a 

design for those reduced requirements, any savings would be speculative.  The potential for 

additional cost savings for the anticipated reductions described here is high - on the order of $20-

25M based on engineering judgment.  However, this number is unverified without a certified 

cost model run on a complete point design for the entire printed mission flight system elements.   

Therefore we have included it in an “aggressive” cost comparison. 

 

The two implementations (traditional vs printed) for the Flight System WBS (6.0) are compared 

side by side in Table 7.  The overall cost reduction in the Flight System element by introducing 

the printable lander is $34M, using the conservative assumptions. 

 
Table 7 Flight System WBS Cost Comparison Traditional vs Printed 
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There are two other Project WBS elements that we compared to get the overall cost comparison: 

ATLO (WBS10.0) and Payload development (WBS 5.0).  The Assembly Test and Launch 

Operations (ATLO) are the costs associated with the final integration and test of the overall 

flight vehicle.  Note that subsystem I&T is included in the subsystem costs under WBS 6.0.  For 

the traditional lander mission, the ATLO costs were estimated at approximately $18M.  This was 

split into $5M to support the cruise stage and entry vehicle integration and test and $13M for the 

lander activities.  We did not do a grass roots estimate for the ATLO scope of work or schedule.  

However, assuming all other efforts are equal, a few key elements can be deleted from the scope: 

lander mechanical assembly and integration (a sizable portion would be shifted to the backshell 

assembly), surface operations software and sequence testing, lander only thermal vacuum / 

vibration / mass properties testing.   Based on this we took credit for a 30% reduction in the 

ATLO costs and estimated the printed mission WBS 10.0 at $12M for the conservative number.  

A more aggressive approach would be to assume very little assembly and test time at the launch 

site is needed due to the simplicity of the lander payload and reduce the ATLO costs even 

further. 

 

The Payload Development costs are extremely hard to estimate for such a new approach to the 

science platform.  There are so many unknown forecasts such as the degree of manufacturing 

integration, fabrication infrastructure, test and verification requirements. Assumptions of 

technology readiness and maturity of the lander platform elements also has a high degree of 

uncertainty.  The conservative approach, of course, would be to assume no reductions in payload 

costs and carry the same development costs for the instrument suite on the traditional lander 

which was estimated at $30M.    A “back of the envelope” estimate confirms that a printed 

lander development and fabrication of the many flight units could fit in that.  The development 

costs (up through prototype development) of integrated systems with less complexity than the 

proposed STANLE lander have ranged from less than one million to several million dollars.2  

Assuming all technology is at or beyond TRL 6, and we set aside $7M for the non-recurring 

design and development of the integrated STANLE lander design up through manufacturing 

readiness, that would leave $23M for the fabrication and test costs of the flight units.  If we 

assumed the maximum capacity of the Team X design (7000 lander sheets), that would give a 

price point of about $3,000 for each sheet.  This price point is extremely conservative and is 

consistent with hand assembly of each individual lander including sheet-level testing on each 

unit.  The intent would be to optimize the design for manufacturing and test efficiencies and 

drive the costs per unit well below the $3000 bogey, possibly as low as a few hundred dollars, 

resulting in significant reductions in payload costs. This was used in the aggressive estimate.  

Commercial applications of integrated sensors platforms (sensor, power, memory/logic, RFID) 

range from a few cents for food labels and inventory control to a few dollars per platform for 

building and health monitoring systems.    

 

                                                 

 

 

 
2 Based on various integrated multifunctional platforms such as the PARC blast dosimeter, EU Cholesterol sensor, 

FlexTech funded projects.  
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The two ranges of cost savings, conservative and aggressive, are summarized in Table 8.  The 

key finding from the Team X cost assessment study was that replacing a traditional hard lander 

with a collection of simple, autonomous flutter landers could result in a substantial cost savings 

of approximately 18% to 37% of the element compared depending on the degree of conservatism 

in the cost assumptions.  The difference between the conservative and the aggressive numbers 

are taking into account the additional reductions in the flight system due to complexity 

components and level of effort, reducing the unit cost of the lander to a few hundred dollars, and 

taking additional reductions in ATLO for more streamlined launch site I&T operations. 

 

 
Table 8 - Cost Comparison Summary 

 Traditional Printed 

Conservative 

Printed 

Aggressive 

5.0 Payload Cost $30 M $ 30 M $ 15 M 

6.0 Flight System Cost  $176 M $ 142 M $ 117 M 

10.0 ATLO Cost $18 M $ 12 M $ 10 M 

Total Cost of Compared Elements  $224 M  $184 M $142 M 

Cost Saving over Traditional -- 18% 37% 

 

 

 

6.4 Mass Comparison 

The mass comparison is backed out in a slightly different way.  We defined as an assumption of 

commonality that the entry mass would be the same.  Essentially the mass comparison came 

down to whether the contents of the printed mission’s entry system would fit in the same mass 

allocation.  The traditional mission had an entry mass of approximately 564 kg (note all masses 

are the CBE + contingency masses from the Team X study).  The accounting of the printed 

mission’s entry system would need to include all the entry hardware from the traditional entry 

vehicle plus the equipment moved from the lander, the new dispensers, printed landers and any 

structural modifications and additions necessary to support the additional hardware.  The 

accounting spreadsheet is shown in Table 9.  As you can see, the assumption holds true and the 

Printed Mission’s entry system does fit within the allocation.   

 
Table 9 - Entry Mass Comparison 

Entry Mass  (Traditional Mission) 564 kg 

    

Entry Mass (Printed Mission) 561 kg 

Existing entry system  182 kg 

Items retained from lander 56 kg 

  Descent communication 5 kg 

  C&DH elements 7 kg 

  Thermal hardware 6 kg 

  Power systems 22 kg 
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  ACS 8 kg 

  Harness 8 kg 

New printed unique hw 324 kg 

  Dispensers & mechanisms 156 kg 

  Structural Modifications 80 kg 

  Landers 88 kg 

 

 

6.5 Summary – Scorecard 

The baseline printed mission used for comparison purposes would place 7000 environmental 

network stations in an area of approximately 1,000 x 1000 km.  This was compared to a 

traditional mission which would place one lander station, with a traditional payload suite, at one 

site.  The “printed” landers would fit into the assumed aeroshell size and weight.  The EDL 

sequence represents a lower technical risk for the printed mission by substituting a timer-based 

dispenser deployments and eliminating the landing radar, descent propulsion and GNC, and 

lander touchdown hardware of a traditional system.  The overall project costs saving are 

estimated to be at least 18% compared to the traditional mission, but could as high as 40%.  The 

7000 landers represent the maximum capacity of the aeroshell for equivalent entry mass.  

However, if that number comes down due to science needs, the cost and mass savings will of 

course increase.   

 

 

6.6 Alternative Implementations  

Alternate architectures at a mission level are certainly possible and could potentially increase the 

science value or reduce the cost to get the same science return.  Obviously the preferred 

approach for a full scale dedicated mission would be to have multiple probes with a time of 

arrival separation to allow global longitudinal coverage as well as entry trajectories to allow wide 

spread of latitudinal coverage as well.  This would dramatically increase the science value of the 

mission by achieving global coverage.  A moderate increase in complexity of the cruise stage 

would be required to allow multiple releases, but the entry vehicles could be much smaller and 

more simplistic each carrying a few hundred or a thousand landers to a region.   

 

A second approach to the mission would be to fly the landers as a secondary payload to another 

mission.  One dispenser could be added as a passive payload element requiring only a 

mechanical attachment and a release signal in the backshell.  It could be designed to fit in the 

available space inside the aeroshell of another mission and would be opened to release the 

landers only after the prime payload (rover or lander) was safely released.  The landers could use 

the primary rover or lander as a relay station as well.   
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7 Prototype Development and Demonstration 

For an integrated platform, like a spacecraft, the feasibility issues are mostly centered on 

compatibility and performance.  The inter-component functionality can be challenging in light of 

voltage requirements, thermal influence, EMI/EMC – these are issues that arise only through a 

“system” platform design.  Therefore, we intended to focus a significant effort in Phase 2 

designing and fabricating a bench top demonstration of an integrated printed spacecraft 

capitalizing on the expertise at Xerox PARC, a key participant in Phase One of the Printable 

Spacecraft task.  PARC is a leading R&D organization for printed electronics.  They provide 

design services and development of high-tech solutions for a multitude of customers.  They 

provide custom R&D services, technology, expertise, best practices, and IP to large companies, 

startups, and government agency partners.  As a company, they are on the leading edge of multi-

functional printed systems.  

 

We used the STANLE reference mission to guide the functional specifications and requirements 

for the platform.  Overall the objective was to demonstrate the end to end functionality of 

generating continuous sensor data, storing it in memory, retrieving and transmitting the data 

wirelessly off a self-contained platform.  PARC was asked to include at least two of the six 

sensors planned for the STANLE platform, demonstrate continuous operation of both sensor 

measurements and record a time history of each measurement, provide wireless transmission of 

the data off the platform, and maximize the use of printed elements using discreet components 

only when necessary without jeopardizing the overall thin and flexible form factor.   

 

PARC successfully developed the benchtop prototype system and demonstrated full functionality 

from the sensors through the wireless transmission.  Their final report is included here in Chapter 

7 which describes the details of the design and construction and the system compatibility 

challenges they were able to overcome.   The prototype spacecraft was delivered to JPL and 

functionality was independently verified in the lab at JPL.   

 

Under separate funding from JPL, but as a direct follow-on to the NIAC project, PARC 

fabricated a second unit of the STANLE platform to fly on a student payload for a sounding 

rocket flight test demonstration.  Demonstrating the programmatic flexibility of the digitally 

printed spacecraft, PARC made some layout modifications to the existing design to fit into the 

space allocated on the sounding rocket payload.  Within weeks and at low cost, they were able to 

revise the design, fabricate, test and deliver a second unit.  That unit is now mounted aboard the 

Rocksat-X student sounding rocket payload at Northwest Nazarene University awaiting launch.   

 

 
Figure 42 STANLE prototype platform NIAC version (left) Student Flight Demo version (right) 
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Final Report 

 
NIAC Phase II Printed Spacecraft Project (for JPL) 

 

Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) 

 

6/5/14 

 
Gregory Whiting, Brent Krusor, David Schwarz, Bob Krivacic, Tse Nga Ng, Sasha Tuganov 

 

Introduction 

 

For the NIAC phase II task, PARC designed, developed, fabricated, and validated a printed 

environmental sensor system on a flexible substrate.  This approach to manufacturing such 

systems provides a number of benefits including low-cost, low-mass, and facile customization. 

 

Electronics printed completely from solution readily provide these benefits, however, due to the 

relatively large minimum features sizes attainable with typical print techniques (typically 10s of 

microns) and the reduced performance of electronic materials deposited from solution, printed 

systems are often not currently capable of reliably delivering complex functionalities such as RF 

communication, general processing, or high-resolution analog-to-digital conversion. 

 

In order to address these shortcomings, this project followed a hybrid approach that integrated 

prefabricated microelectronic Si-CMOS devices with printed electronic devices.  This approach 

has the benefit of producing complex functionality without significantly sacrificing the cost, 

mechanical flexibility, or customizability benefits of printed electronics. 

 

Through discussion with JPL parameters for the demonstration sensor system were determined; 

major requirements for the system were as follows: 1) Measurement of both temperature and 

irradiance 2) Maximize the number of printed components, using pre-fabricated components 

only when necessary 3) Wireless communication of the data 4) Mechanical flexibility of the 

device 5) Continuous, rather than threshold measurement. 

 

Design 
 

In order to achieve these requirements a system was designed to read data from a printed 

photosensor and a printed thermistor (organized in a resistive divider with printed resistors), and 

multiplexed using printed field-effect transistors.  Analog-to-digital conversion and signal 

processing was carried out using a pre-fabricated microprocessor and wireless communication 

achieved through the use of an RF chip, a printed antenna and a printed network (capacitor).  All 

components were integrated onto a mechanically flexible polyethylene napthalate (PEN) 

substrate and connected using printed interconnects and other printed ancillary passive 

components (pull-up resistors).  A schematic design of the demonstrator device is shown in 

Figure 43. 
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Figure 43 Schematic diagram showing the layout of the sensor system.  Blue color indicates printed components, black 
indicates pre-fabricated components. 

Other designs were also evaluated, in particular those which included a flexible microcontroller 

(FleX-MCU) from American Semiconductor, Inc. (ASI) (as shown in Figure 44). The clear 

benefit of this design is that it would include a light-weight, mechanically flexible chip (the 

circuitry is transferred from the Si wafer to a thin, flexible polyimide substrate).  However, the 

functionality of the ASI chip is not sufficient for it to completely replace the PIC so it would 

need to be added as an additional component, with the PIC providing non-volatile memory to 

store the program for the FleX-MCU as well as analog-to-digital conversion.  Ultimately, it was 

determined that incorporating the FleX-MCU into the demonstrator was outside of the scope of 

the project and the design shown in Figure 43 was used. 

 
Figure 44 Schematic diagram showing a possible system layout incorporating a mechanically flexible microcontroller. 

Another possible design would be to use a single chip for both ADC, processing and RF 

communication.  We decided on this 2 chip approach as it broadened the number of readily 

available components, as well as allowing us to more easily debug the signals at different stages.  

 

Important considerations for this design include electrical and mechanical integration of the 

chips with the printed components.  For example, mechanical integration requires adhesives need 
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to be used that are allow the substrate to flex somewhat without delamination of the rigid chips.  

For electrical integration a potential concern was the ADC input expecting sources of < 10 kΩ, 
where our sources typically are in the range of 1-10 MΩ.  Options to deal with this issue 
include using op-amps or a sample and hold chip at the input, or adding capacitors (which 
would increase RC time constant, and could cause leakage issues).  Through device testing 
it was found that despite this concern it was in fact possible to provide a direct connection 
from the multiplexed sensors to the ADC input without the need for the suggested ancillary 
components.    
 
Another significant electrical integration issue is operating voltage.  Ideally we would like to use 

as simple a circuit as possible, requiring all components to operate at the supply voltage.  Due to 

the low capacitance dielectrics that are typically used in printed transistors operating voltages on 

the order of 10-20 V are typically required.  However, the supply voltage for this design is 3.6 V, 

necessitating printed TFTs that can be used at this supply voltage.  As will be described below, a 

thick dielectric with higher capacitance was developed, and provided the necessary switching 

characteristics at the supply voltage. 

 

Si-CMOS Components 

 

The PIC from Microchip [PIC16(L)F1503] was chosen as it provides both a 10-bit ADC as well 

as a microcontroller and an I2C interface in a relatively small form factor packaged chip.  The ST 

Microelectronics RF chip (M24LR64-R) provides for near field communication (NFC) at 13.56 

MHz, a 64-Kbit EEPROM memory and an I2C bus again in a relatively small form factor 

packaged chip.  Both chips are easily programmed and the RF chip has a further benefit of 

having an associated developer kit (DEMOKIT-M24LR-A) that includes a reader and 

corresponding software for wirelessly transferring stored data from the chip’s memory.  Some 

images of these components are shown in Figure 45. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45 Si-CMOS components (A) PIC (B) RF chip and development kit including reader. 
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Temperature Sensor 

 

The temperature sensor used for the system was sourced from PST Sensors.  This is a resistive 

sensor that is fabricated by screen-printing a silicon nanoparticle ink onto screen printed silver 

contacts on a polyester substrate.  This silver nanoparticle thermistor displays a negative 

temperature coefficient (NTC) -decreasing resistance with increasing temperature.  On the same 

substrate a carbon resistor was also screen-printed to form a resistive divider.  From device-to-

device the resistance various somewhat, but both the carbon resistor and the thermistor (at room 

temperature) show a resistance of about 1 MΩ.  Characterization of the PST temperature 
sensor is displayed in Figure 46, showing output of both the thermistor and the divider. 
 

 
Figure 46 PST temperature sensor (A) Image of temperature sensor (B) Resistance versus temperature for the thermistor (C) 

Output of the resistive divider (3.6 V input). 

Photosensor 
 

Two different options were evaluated for the photosensor.  Initial experimentation used a simple 

photoresistor fabricated by ink-jet printing a p-type organic semiconductor over ink-jet printed 

silver interdigitated contacts.  While this device is photoresponsive, and benefits from being a 

very simple design, it shows quite low sensitivity.  Furthermore, the response is slow [likely due 

to the charge transport mobility of the semiconductor and the large gaps between electrodes (~35 

μm)] causing the sensor response to drift over time.  Saturation, in some cases, could take on the 

order of minutes, which significantly limits the utility of the photosensor.  The response of this 

photoresistor as well as a resistive divider incorporating the photoresistor and a printed carbon 

resistor is shown in Figure 47. 

 

Ultimately it was found that this simple photoresistor architecture was not suitable for the sensor 

system due to low sensitivity.  In order to improve the performance of the photosensor we moved 

to a vertical bulk heterojunction (BHJ) device which is a diode structure that uses a printed blend 

of electron donating and accepting materials between a reflecting and transparent electrode.  The 

BHJ structure separates the electron and hole from light induced excitons at the distributed 

acceptor/donor interface.  These separated charges are then transported to and collected at the 
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electrodes.  This system is very well known for organic solar cells and organic photodiodes.  The 

photodiode used for this project was supplied by the Arias group at UC Berkeley and is based on 

a stencil printed polymer:fullerene (PTB7:PC70BM) blend, sandwiched between a printed 

PEDOT:PSS anode and an evaporated aluminum cathode.  These photodiodes show suitably low 

dark currents (~10 nA/cm2 at -1.5 V) and a predictable sensitive response over many orders of 

magnitude of irradiance (Figure 48).  This photodiode had an active area of about 3 mm2 leading 

to resistances in the MΩ range at irradiance values of interest.  The photodiode was combined 

with an ink-jet printed carbon resistor (~1.5 MΩ) to form the final resistive divider 
photosensor. 

 
Figure 47 Photoresistor-based photosensor (A) Photorseistor response (B) Response of resistive divider with photoresistor 

and a printed carbon resistor (pink line is the divider output and yellow line is the supply voltage (3 V). 

 

Turn light on
(400uW/cm2) Turn off light

brighter
(1mW/cm2)(A) (B)

 
Figure 48 UC Berkeley BHJ photodiode. (A) JV curve for the sensor in the dark and illuminated by 640 nm light at 557 μW cm-

2. (B) Photodiode action spectra at short circuit and in photodiode mode at -2 V. (C) Current density versus 
irradiance response taken at 0 V and 640 nm illuminance. 
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Multiplexing Transistors 
 

Printed field-effect transistors were used to multiplex the signal from the two sensors.  The TFTs 

were ink-jet printed and were based on a p-type organic semiconductor.  Since they should 

operate at the supply voltage for the sensor system (3.6 V), it was necessary to use a dielectric 

that provided reliable gate isolation, a low-energy interface to ensure good charge-transport 

properties and a capacitance high enough to allow operation at these voltages.  Typically, 

dielectrics for printed TFTs have a thickness on the order of 0.5-1 μm to ensure isolation of the 

gate and a low k to reduce dielectric disorder at the interface, preventing charge trapping.  

Perfluoropolymers are often used as a dielectric for top-gate organic transistors as they provide a 

low energy interface and solvent orthogonality with most solution processed semicondcutors.  

However, at the thicknesses typically used, these materials give areal capacitances on the order 

of 3-5 nF cm-2, requiring operating voltages typically from 10-20 V. 

 

In order to reduce the operating voltage, we used a bilayer fluoropolymer dielectric stack with a 

thin low-k interfacial layer and a thicker high-k layer making up the bulk of the dielectric.  The 

total thickness for this dielectric was ~1 μm with an areal capacitance of ~25 nF cm-2, providing 

effective switching at the system supply voltage (Figure 49). 

 

The ability of these TFTs to switch the sensor signal at 3.6 V was tested (Figure 50), showing 

that by modulating the gate at the supply voltage the sensor signal could either be passed or 

blocked, suggesting that these TFTs are suitable for multiplexing the sensor signals. 

 

 
Figure 49 Field-effect transistors for signal multiplexing (A) Semilog plot of transfer characteristics for 10 printed FETs taken 
at Vds = -0.5 V (dotted lines) and Vds = -5 V (solid lines).  (B) Linear plot of transfer characteristics for 10 printed FETs taken at 

Vds = -0.5 V (dotted lines) and Vds = -5 V (solid lines). 
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Figure 50 Control of sensor signal using printed TFTs.  Left plot shows the temperature sensor output (red line) and 

temperature (blue line) when the TFT gate is turned on (3.6 V).  The right plot shows the temperature sensor output (red 
line) and temperature (blue line) when the TFT gate is turned off.  

 

 

 

 

 

gate on (3.6 V) gate off 

Passives 

A number of passive devices are also required for the sensor system.  This includes a 13.56 MHz 

antenna, resistors for the photosensor divider, pull up resistors, and a capacitor for the antenna 

network. 

In order to maximize the antenna performance, the total coil resistance should be < 50 Ω.  Coils 

fabricated using ink-jet printing showed resistances higher than this (~ 100 Ω), primarily due to 

the low thickness of the ink-jet printed traces (0.5 – 2 μm).  As the line width of the antenna is 

relatively large, lower resolution printing techniques can be used (such as extrusion). We found 

that extrusion printing of a silver paste was appropriate for antenna fabrication as it can readily 

provide thicker traces (10s of μm), which gave an antenna resistance of < 50 Ω (typically ~25 
Ω).  Tests with this antenna gave a maximum reading distance of ~7 cm. Figure 51 shows an 

example of a printed antenna as well as a simulation indicating the effect of increasing trace 

thickness (decreasing resistance) on the antenna characteristics. 

Figure 51 (A) Image of printed antenna. (B)  Simulation showing the effect of increasing trace thickness (decreasing 
resistance) on the antenna resonance. 

(A) (B) 
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A number of other passive components are needed.  These include a capacitor for the antenna 

that was fabricated using the transistor dielectric sandwiched between two printed silver 

electrodes.  The resistor for the photosensor divider requires a fairly high resistance (~1.5 MΩ) 

was ink-jet printed from a carbon nanoparticle ink (which allows for thin, finely patterned higher 

resistance traces), and the lower resistance (~4.7 kΩ) pull-up resistors were ink-jet printed from a 

silver nanoparticle ink using a serpentine design. 

 

PCB Test Setup 

 

In order to test the circuit layout, the printed components and to program the chips a PCB version 

of the sensor system was designed and built, and demonstrated full system functionality (Figure 

52 and Figure 53). 
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Figure 53 (A) Test board. (B) Software interface for reading RF chip memory. 

 

System Fabrication 
 

Integration of the printed components was completed by first printing the interconnect layout 

onto a PEN master substrate using extrusion printing of a conductive silver ink.  Where 

necessary cross-overs were provided using kapton tape to isolate the underlying interconnect, 

followed by connection using silver paint.  Once the master layout was complete pre-

programmed chips and pre-tested printed components were adhered to the master substrate using 

epoxy adhesives and interconnected using silver paint.  All components were attached to the 

same face of the PEN substrate except the antenna which will placed on the opposing face, and 

attached to other circuits using a via interconnect through the substrate.  A list of the individual 

components and their fabrication methods is shown in Table 10. 

 

A number of methods were evaluated for attaching the chips to the PEN surface, including 

anisotropic conductive adhesives (which provide for both attachment and interconnection) as well 

as using a non-conductive epoxy adhesive to fix the chip to the surface.  Ultimately, the latter 

approach was used as the anisotropic conductive adhesive proved unreliable as an interconnect 

(occasional open circuit between the printed interconnects and the chips). Figure 54 shows an 

example of a PIC adhered to a PEN substrate. 

 

For this project 2 systems were produced. This second pass was necessary since the PIC needed 

to be reprogrammed multiple times in order to correct the timing of the gate pulses to the 

multiplexing TFTs (longer gate pulses were required in order to reduce cross-talk between the 

two sensors).  Repeated removal and reattachment of the PIC onto the 1st sensor system caused 

damage and required a 2nd (final) device to be built (this 2nd system was delivered to JPL) 

(Figure 55). 
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Table 10 Fabrication methods and materials for the various components of the sensory system. 

Figure 54 PIC on PEN surface with printed interconnects.  
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Figure 55 Image of the completed sensor system. 

1 cm

System Testing 

The completed sensor system operates as follows 1) Start up and initialization. 2) 300 ms 3.6 V 
pulse applied to the gate of the multiplexing TFT of sensor 1. 3) At the end of the pulse 4 
readings taken sequentially for sensor 1. 4) Average of these 4 sensor 1 measurements 
recorded to memory.  5) brief wait. 6) 300 ms 3.6 V pulse applied to the gate of the 
multiplexing TFT of sensor 2. 7) At the end of the pulse 4 readings taken sequentially for 
sensor 2. 8) Average of these 4 sensor 2 measurements recorded to memory.  9) Wait until 
1 s since previous measurement set was taken (~300 ms). 10) repeat steps 2-9 for duration 
of experiment.  11) Wirelessly read data from the RF chip.  12) Process data.  See Figure 56 
for an illustration of the gating signals. 

Figure 56 Gating signals for the multiplexing TFTs for the temperature sensor (blue line) and the photosensor (red line) T1 & 
T2 are the 1st and 2nd measurements taken from the temperature sensor and L1 & L2 are the 1st and 2nd measurements taken 

from the photosensor. 

The system was tested and calibrated by running experiments where the sensor system was 

exposed to heat and light (broadband incandescent source though a 500 nm filter), of various 

levels over the course of about 20 minutes.  After the experiment was complete the data was read 
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off wirelessly from the system.  Data from one such experiment is displayed in Figure 57 and 

shows that the system is operating as expected with minimal cross-talk between the sensors.  

Assuming a linear response over the irradiance and temperature range gives a sensitivity for the 

system of ~0.7 °C and 2.5 μW cm-2. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 57 Sensor system characteristics (A) Irradiance (500 nm light, red line) and temperature (blue line) data taken from 
sensor system.  (D) Calibration data for temperature (blue points) and irradiance (500 nm light, red points).  

Summary 

This study developed and demonstrated a sensor system able to measure both temperature and 

irradiance with good accuracy using a wireless readout by following a hybrid approach that 

integrated printed electronic devices with pre-fabricated Si-CMOS components.  This approach 

enabled fabrication of device with improved performance when compared with electronic system 

prepared entirely from solution based inks with little compromise in terms of form factor, weight 

and print manufacturability. 
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8 Environmental Testing 

 

 

 

8.1 Motivation for test program. 

Some of the most interesting places in the solar system also pose the most challenging 

environments.  Methane atmospheres, caverns with no sunlight, liquid nitrogen temperatures, 

and crippling radiation.  How robust are the materials and construction of common printed 

electronics to the demands of space?  Environmental compatibility with these harsh demands 

represents a critical aspect of the technical feasibility of printed electronics in space. The effects 

of these extreme conditions on basic survivability, mechanical and electrical properties and 

device performance are largely unknown.  For some of the basic materials, vacuum outgassing 

properties or physical properties over temperature ranges can be found, specifically high 

temperature performance as that is driven by the demands of curing during fabrication.  

However, little data can be found for some of the materials at the low temperatures required for 

space mission applications.  Additionally at the device level, very little is known about the 

adequacy of the inter-layer adherence or device performance under vacuum, thermal cycling and 

radiation.  A literature search was performed using the technical documentation services at JPL 

which confirmed the scarcity of the necessary data set in the public domain to validate the 

technical feasibility of printed electronics longevity in the space environment.   

There has been some radiation testing done of thin-film transistors (TFTs) under space radiation 

environments.  In one report by Dr. Erik Brandon at JPL, he discussed the performance of two 

types of TFTs on polyimide substrates using hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and 

pentacene under radiation conditions.  The devices were exposed up to 1 Mrad total dose after 

which mechanical and electrical properties were characterized, then the devices were annealed at 

high temperature and re-characterized.  Channel carrier mobility and threshold voltages for the  

different devices were determined from the data.  The results indicated that shifts in the a-Si TFT 

parameters do occur upon irradiation, but that performance can be recovered via thermal 

annealing.  For the pentacene TFTs, the data indicates that the normalized mobility decreased up 

to 50% upon exposure to the x-ray radiation.47  The data generated from Dr. Brandon’s testing is 

valuable in that it augments the sparse data set that exists for the radiation effect on flexible thin 

film electronics.  This is especially true for the emerging field of organic printed electronics.      

8.2 The Test Program 

The test program conducted as part of the NIAC task intended to show whether there are 

fundamental survivability issues with the printed elements and materials in the STANLE 

platform under the driving environmental conditions of the reference mission at Mars.   Common 

ink/substrate combinations are considered as well as some representative functional devices.  If 

after exposure to relevant environment, the device functionality has shifted, it indicates an area 

deserving further experimentation.  The intent is to use the limited data set generated from the 

NIAC test program to inform subsequent testing and materials developments.  The test 

conditions and testing protocol shown in Figure 58 Environmental Testing Protocol was 

established to be representative of the condition the STANLE lander would see during the 

reference mission.  The critical driving environments for a Mars lander would be the exposure to 

vacuum during cruise, the diurnal thermal cycling on the surface and ultimately exposure to 

absorbed radiation.    
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Figure 58 Environmental Testing Protocol 

Jeff Duce, from Boeing Research and Technology, was responsible for conducting the test 

program.  Due to their own internal research, development and applications in printed and direct 

write electronics, they have significant experience with testing printed systems for “extreme 

environments”.  Boeing possesses the on-site facilities and equipment needed to perform the tests 

required for this program including the Boeing Radiation Effects Laboratory (BREL) for 

radiation exposure.  Instrumentation and test equipment are available within all Boeing labs and 

research facilities.  Boeing has a long history and is considered a world leader in materials 

characterization and testing.  

A peer review was held prior to fabricating the test samples and initiating the test program.  

Technical experts from JPL and Caltech in materials, radiation testing, electronics, and 

mechanical test labs participated.  Jeff Duce and the Boeing test lab staff participated.  The peer 

review confirmed we had a sound program.  Two recommended changes were to increase the 

time in vacuum to “overnight” and to stop the radiation exposure at 10 krad for a visual 

inspection and then proceed to 50 krad for extreme survivability.   

8.3 Test Samples 

Both materials coupons and functional elements were included in the test.  The materials samples 

were fabricated in Dr. Sergio Pellgrino’s lab at CalTech by John Steeves. Three substrates and 

two inks were used to make six materials test coupons.  Each fabricated coupon had multiple ink 

traces of various widths, as well as some cutaway patches for use in the mechanical stiffness 

testing.  A representative photograph of a PEEK sample is shown in Figure 59.   

Figure 59 Materials Test Sample Coupons (PEEK/9104 shown in photograph) 

Coupon # Substrate Ink 

#1 PEN  250µm thick Methode 9104 (Ag) 

#2 PEN  250µm thick Methode 3804 (Carbon) 

#3 PEEK  200µm thick Methode 9104 (Ag) 

#4 PEEK  200µm thick Methode 3804 (Carbon) 

#5 Kapton 125µm thick Methode 9104 (Ag) 

#6 Kapton 125µm thick Methode 3804 (Carbon) 
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All materials samples were all fabricated on a Dimatix DMP-2831 piezoelectric ink jet printer. 

Substrate materials included Victrex PEEK (APTIV 1000), Tejin Dupont Teonex Q51 PEN, and 

Dupont Kapton (HN).  The inks were both from Methode – M9104 silver nano-particle 

conductive ink and M3804 carbon nano-particle resistive ink.  Three print layers were used for 

each trace. The M9104 ink was applied at 1 pL/drop whereas the M3804 ink was applied at 

10pL/drop.  The materials coupons were cured at 200 degC for an average of 90 minutes to 

achieve adequate electrical properties.  It is noted that 200 degC is higher than the glass 

transition temperature of the PEEK and PEN, but no notable material changes were observed 

upon removal from the oven.3 

 

The functional device samples were provided by PARC.  Four of the PST thermal sensors from 

the prototype build lot were provided.  Three arrays of the low voltage field effect transistors 

similar to those used in the prototype build were provided.  Two organic solar cells were 

fabricated and furnished by USC.  Two IGZO transistors on a Si wafer were supplied.   The 

functional samples were characterized by PARC prior to the test program.  At the time of this 

publication, the post exposure characterization is still on-going.  Results are expected to be 

published when the data is available.  The solar cells were exposed only to the radiation 

environment to isolate its effect on performance.  

 

 
Figure 60 Functional Test Samples (A) temperature sensors (B) transistor arrays (C) organic solar cells (D) IGZO transistors 

 

 

8.4 Results 

The full test program final report furnished by Boeing, complete with photographs, data and 

graphs, is included as an appendix in this report.  Summarized results and conclusions are 

included here in this Chapter. 

 

Vacuum Exposure:  The samples, not including the solar cells, were exposed to vacuum 

conditions for a total of 15 hours.  There was no noticeable visible change in the samples.  There 

was no significant change in resistance of the materials samples (-0.3%).  

                                                 

 

 

 
3 Manufacturing notes supplied by John Steeves, Caltech. 
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Thermal Cycling:  The samples, not including the solar cells and IGZO transistors, were exposed 

to thermal cycle testing between -120 deg C and +50 deg C.  Sample were held at each 

temperature extreme for 5 minutes each cycle.  A total of 5 cycles (high and low) were applied.  

A couple test anomalies occurred.  The PST temperature sensors were wired up during the test to 

measure and correlate their output to the test chamber thermistor.  During test set up, some of the 

leads disbonded from the substrate and pulled the printed pad from the substrate.  Also, during 

the fourth cycle the coolant valve on the chamber froze.  Once the ice was removed, testing 

continued.   As can be seen in the plot, the two thermistors tracked the chamber temperature 

cycle with good correlation, however, the absolute measurement values differ between the PST 

sensors and the chamber.  This could be attributed to gradients in the chamber or humidity 

effects on the sensor material.   

 

The resistance measurements showed very little change due to thermal cycling.  The ink on one 

of the Kapton substrates started to disbond upon application of pressure with the measurement 

probes. 

 

 
 

Radiation Exposure: All samples, including the solar cells and IGZO transistors, were exposed to 

gamma radiation levels up to 50 krad.  The samples were removed after 10 krad for a visual 

inspection and then were re-exposed to reach total dose of 50 krad.  Other than the expected 

discoloration on the Si wafers, no visual or physical degradation was noted in the samples (e.g. 
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further disbonding of inks) after exposure to radiation.  Also, very little change in resistance was 

measured in all traces except one.  Trace #1 on Coupon #6 saw an increase of 11% in its 

resistance measurement.  No obvious source for this anomalous reading could be detected.   

 

Tensile Tests: Initial tensile tests were performed on patch samples of each of the substrates with 

and without an ink trace prior to exposure to any environments.  These tests were repeated after 

exposure to all environments.   Almost all tensile test coupons saw a reduction in stiffness after 

exposure to the environments, ranging from almost negligible to over a 12% reduction.  One 

sample saw a slight increase in stiffness. The presence or absence of an ink trace did not have a 

consistent effect on the amount of reduction nor did the thickness of the substrate.  

 
Table 8-1: Stiffness Measurements 

 Pre-test Post Test  

Coupon Average 
Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Average 
Stiffness 
(lbf/in) 

Average 
Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Average 
Stiffness 
(lbf/in) 

Percen
t 

Change 
#1 w/ Trace 666,900 3,808 627,810 3,585 -5.9% 
#1 679,679 3,881 673,991 3,849 -0.8% 
#2 w/Trace 681,702 3,893 636,549 3,635 -6.6% 
#2 681,171 3,890 615,088 3,512 -9.7% 
#3 w/Trace 240,061 1,371 225,163 1,286 -6.2% 
#3 252,743 1,443 235,999 1,348 -6.6% 
#4 w/Trace 202,898 1,159 203,526 1,162 0.3% 
#4 240,527 1,373 213,515 1,219 -11.2% 
#5 w/Trace 327,766 1,872 325,350 1,858 -0.7% 

#5 314,395 1,795 334,280 1,909 6.3% 
#6 w/Trace 343,849 1,963 340,657 1,945 -0.9% 
#6 389,366 2,223 340,657 1,945 -12.5% 

 

 

Conclusions:  It appears that no single environmental variable caused dramatic changes to either 

the substrate or the conductive traces.  Stiffness seems to have reduced nominally.  When 

looking at the total trace resistance difference between pre-test and post-test, there does seem to 

be some significant change in resistance especially in the wider traces, but it is not a consistent 

change.  Some have increased resistance and some decreased, there doesn’t seem to be any clear 

patterns.   
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Figure 61:  Total Resistance Change After Testing 

In conclusion, printed electronics could feasibly be used to create devices which would survive 

the space environment.  More research would be required to ensure that entire printed systems 

would also survive and function as expected.  More test coupons, functional systems during 

exposure and a broader test regime would be a good next step in the development of printed 

spacecraft.  Recently, Ian Markon from South Dakota School of Mines and Technology was 

selected as a NASA Space Technology Fellow working with JPL to continue to expand the 

materials evaluation and test program for printed electronics in the space environment.   
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9 Roadmaps 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

9.1 NASA Technology Roadmaps and Applications for Printed Electronics  

Roadmaps are critical tools to help guide and motivate the progress of any technology.  NASA 

has a well-constructed set of 14 Technology Area Roadmaps recently analyzed and prioritized by 

the National Research Council.61  This NIAC report began with the word “universal”.  In looking 

at the NASA roadmaps, the word becomes even more apropos.  In their assessment, the NRC 

mapped the roughly 300 “level 3” technologies against the NASA exploration goals and 

synthesized these 300 technologies into two tiers of importance.  The first grouping represents 83 

technologies considered “high-priority”.  The second group boils this down even further to 16 

unique and critical technologies.  Looking at this comprehensive set of needs and technology 

solutions, printed electronics could be part of the solution in a surprisingly large number of areas.  

9.2 Printed Electronics Technology Area Roadmap 

The NASA roadmaps are defined by functional areas (e.g. space power and energy storage) with 

specific technologies (e.g. low mass solar power) that would address the global advancement in 

that functional area.  Coming from the other direction, a different kind of roadmap can be 

constructed with an integrated view of a specific technology and the advancements needed to 

serve many functional areas.  Examples would be a composite structures roadmap, an electric 

propulsion roadmap, or a printed electronics roadmap.  The field of printed electronics (for 

space) is built on a foundation of several major themes: sensors, materials compatibility, device 

level functionality, manufacturing and verification.  Advancing some or all of these areas will 

deliver capabilities that can be integrated and applied to find specific solutions to many problems 

whether they are smart habitats, dexterous manipulation, or lightweight solar power.  These 

major themes make up the “swim lanes” of a technology area roadmap focused on advancing the 

general field of printed and flexible hybrid electronics for space (see 

The following Figures are 11x17 fold outs provided at the end of the report 

Figure 62).   

The first swim lane is sensors.  It’s all about measuring something – an environment, feedback 

for closed loop control, or structural health to avert failure.  There is already a broad suite of 

sensors developed for terrestrial applications.  The NASA investment would be to make the 

sensitivity, stability and robustness in line with the space application needs.  Also, there are 

unique instruments that may not have a commercial drive.  A light weight ground penetrating 
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radar may not be cost effective on Earth, but when every kilogram counts in launch mass, it may 

be very cost effective for NASA.   

 

Materials compatibility is critical for this roadmap. Without the fundamental knowledge of 

design allowables and limitations designs for printed system cannot be optimized.  Government 

investments into materials databases and registry to generate and disperse data in the extremes 

for the space environment is critical.  Materials compatibility testing and development make up 

the second swim lane. 

 

The third swim lane is engineering device performance.  This is most certainly a collaborative 

effort across the field with all players in printed and flexible electronics – government, industry 

academia.  Leveraging the advances made by others and finding the niche for NASA would 

represent the right way to focus critical funds. 

 

Manufacturing and inspection is an important part of any roadmap.  To fully realize the promise 

of low cost systems, more effort needs to be put into examining the tradeoff between an 

optimized manufacturing approach for a specific device versus a globally optimized solution.  

Experimentation with manufacturing reliably and in-process inspections and verification are 

important.  This area is also one for significant partnership.  With the US government focus on 

advanced manufacturing initiatives, NASA is in a unique position to be the “public” in Public-

Private partnerships.  Another critical component of the manufacturing swim lane is the in-space 

manufacturing.  Printed electronics offers the same promise as the 3D additive manufacturing for 

in-situ production.  It can produce a plethora of devices from a common set of stock materials.  It 

offers the same responsiveness to need that is required for efficient logistics in support of human 

exploration.  Development and testing of in space variants of the printed and direct write 

manufacturing tools represent a critical element of this piece of the roadmap. 

 

Other critical elements of a focused roadmap, and shown at the top of Figure 62, include 

application development and design methods and standards.  A healthy part of keeping a 

technology program relevant is to keep in touch with the applications and customers you are 

trying to serve.  While it’s not a technology development, it is an important activity that can help 

guide the specific investments.  In addition, system integration and design methods are valuable 

contribution the government can make. In such an “immature” industry where everyone is trying 

to gain a foothold, there hasn’t been a push to develop design standards or even part 

standardization.  Design rules and best practices would certainly move the collective industry 

forward.  For example, what are the best practices for designing around the variability in the TFT 

performance due to ink deposition anomalies?  However, that kind of knowledge can be viewed 

as a competitive edge and is not shared openly.  Government derivation of this information 

makes it more broadly available to a wider set of stakeholders improving capabilities across the 

board. 
 

9.3 STANLE Mission Roadmap 

In order to implement the STANLE mission, there are many things that need to mature in the 

concept and advance the technology of the flexible printed and hybrid science platform.  A 

roadmap of activities, funding sources and advancements needed, specifically for STANLE, will 

help set the pace of activities in order meet the goal of technology readiness (TRL6) by 2020.  
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The roadmap that has been developed for the STANLE mission is shown in Figure 63.  If the 

STANLE mission isn’t the mission worth pursuing, this roadmap can be easily morphed into one 

specific for a different mission by following the same construct but substituting the challenges 

specific to that opportunity.   

 

The STANLE roadmap is also divided into the same basic swim lanes as the technology area 

roadmap, but each activity is specifically focused on a key area, all of which contribute 

synergistically to reaching the goal of an implementable mission in the 2024 timeframe.  The 

first swim lane is called “Science Mission Development”.  This is absolutely critical.  Because 

no “printed spacecraft” mission is on the books for any program (planetary, mars, astrophysics), 

science advocacy needs to be developed.  Science advocacy includes not only establishing the 

appropriate science objectives and traceability to program goals and instrument measurements, 

but also to craft the appropriate scale of the target mission.  The reference mission was assessed 

as moderate class mission, frankly, because of the availability of comparative data.  But as was 

seen through that assessment, a single entry vehicle standalone mission may not be the right 

target and a multi-probe mission or mission of opportunity or secondary payload may be more 

suitable.  The other part of science mission development is the demonstration of some of the 

more unusual aspects of the mission concept: the release, descent and landing of the flutter 

landers.  The roadmap must include maturation of this critical functionality. 

 

 The second focus area, is the development of sensors and instruments.  The technology gap table 

in Chapter 5 illustrated that the sensors and measurements have a ways to go from the lab 

demonstration to a calibrated and reliable instrument.  This piece of the roadmap would include 

continued investment and development of the sensors themselves as well as considering 

alternatives that are compatible with the platform form factor. Other aspects of the sensor 

development include field testing to ensure the integrity of the measurement in the context of the 

platform architecture (can you accurately detect the atmosphere and surface temperatures from 

the platform resting on the surface).  Another important aspect is the “backend electronics”. Most 

science instruments today do a significant amount of data processing and calculations on board 

to derive the measurement of interest.  The “low performance” printed platform is more 

compatible with recording “raw data” digital representations of the analogue measurements.   

 

Space compatibility is the third general area of the roadmap.  The mission specifics dictate a 

particular environment.  As we saw from the environmental testing conducted under this NIAC 

task, the Mars environment may not be too challenging for the common material choices for 

substrates inks and devices.  A broader suite of test samples is needed along with testing 

functionality at temperature rather than just after exposure.  Life testing also is needed.  Because 

it is likely that the overall platform will consist of separately applied elements, the adhesives to 

choose for this integration step need to be evaluated too.  

 

Platform performance is an area that will need a focus from NASA.  The area of top priority is 

the RF communications.  It is unlikely that the commercial sector will pursue an RF system 

compatible with the needs of the UHF relay link for the STANLE mission.  NASA will need to 

step up and leverage the investments already made in flexible electronics for RF and radar 

elements to produce a universal wireless printed communications relay system.  Other 
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advancements in device performance can certainly be beneficial to the platform design and 

should be pursued and tracked synergistically with industry.   

 

The last swim lane is the manufacturing.  While in most missions, the attention is put on the 

performance of the design, for this mission manufacturing can make or break the value 

proposition.  As we saw in the cost comparison, with a multiplier factor of thousands, any 

network mission needs to drive the unit manufacturing costs down.  This means compatible 

materials, simplified layering designs and as automated processing as possible.  Compatibility 

with roll to roll manufacturing would be ideal.  Pilot production lines can be configured for the 

unique needs of the STANLE platform.  This approach needs to be design and prototype as part 

of the technology readiness.  
 

The following Figures are 11x17 fold outs provided at the end of the report 

 
Figure 62 - Printed Electronics Technology Focus Roadmap 

Figure 63 - STANLE Mission Roadmap 
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10 Summary and Conclusions  

 

10.1 Summary 

We believe we have addressed the NIAC program goals to study major feasibility issues of the 

technology with results that provide a sound basis for NASA to consider the concept for further 

development.  By looking closely at the technical and programmatic challenges, we assessed the 

utilization of printed electronics in space.  We specifically considered the technology in a 

mission context by producing a point design and a detailed analysis for the STANLE reference 

mission.  To address the technical challenge of system integration, we designed and fabricated a 

hybrid printed platform that includes the functions of continuous sensor measurements, data 

processing and conversion and storage, and RF wireless transmission.  To address the technical 

challenge of space environment survivability, we tested common materials and printed devices 

under conditions representative of space (vacuum, thermal cycling, radiation).  The printed 

materials samples showed no substantial degradation nor did the temperature sensors.  Other 

devices are still undergoing post-test characterization.  To address programmatic feasibility, we 

investigated the benefits to a reference mission in terms of cost and mass.  We were able to show 

that replacing a traditional lander with the equivalent mass of printed flutter landers saved 

significant cost and risk.  To provide guidance on a path forward, we formulated two roadmaps -

one to bring the reference mission to maturity and one to invest in progressing the technology in 

general.  The Printable Spacecraft phase two effort accomplished everything it set out to do and 

more.  One might be able to claim that as a result of the prototype build and environmental 

testing the “printable spacecraft” has moved forward from TRL 2 to a state between TRL 3 and 

4.  This task also inspired four successfully funded follow-on activities: 

 A Rocksat-X sounding rocket demonstration of the STANLE printable spacecraft 

working with a student team at Northwest Nazarene University 

 A NASA EPSCoR Research Initiation Grants (RIG) on printable spacecraft with Dr. 

Dmitri Anagnostou and Dr, Grant Crawford at South Dakota School of Mines and 

Technology (SDSMT) 

 A NASA Space Technology Research Fellow, Ian Markon from SDSMT, who will 

expand the materials testing and characterization program 

 A Flex Tech Alliance task awarded to Xerox PARC on integrated sensor platforms 

(building on the NIAC design) for terrestrial applications. 

 

10.2 Conclusions 

Conclusion can be drawn at various levels within the context of this task.  On one level, the 

general viability of printed electronics in space, we conclude that this is a technology worth 

pursuing.  Printed electronics should be a tool in the toolbox as commonplace as composite 

structure, wire EDM manufacturing, 3D printing, ASICs, cCPI backplanes, etc.  It is there to 

offer advantages when it makes sense.  While technical performance may be limiting the near 

term functionality, the benefits of light weight, low volume, and low cost make it valuable to 

pursue further.    
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On a second level, we can draw conclusions about the feasibility of a printed spacecraft.  In the 

Introduction we said the answer to “can you build an entire spacecraft out of printed electronics” 

was yes, more or less.  A printed spacecraft is an idea that redefines the term spacecraft.  It boils 

it down to the basic functionality and survivability.  If a printable spacecraft is defined as a 

multifunctional system made from printed flexible electronics, then yes it is feasible.   Near term 

applications may start with simple engineering sensors, with more moderate term opportunities 

evolving into a self-contained science platform for secondary payloads or technology 

demonstrators.  However, if you are expecting to launch a printed spacecraft off a rocket and 

have them orient and propel themselves to their intended destination in the solar system, then 

that may be a ways off.   

 

The third level of conclusion is a critical underlying piece of the technology - the manufacturing.  

In essence, printed electronics is all about the manufacturing.  No one is inventing new 

electronics, they are inventing different ways to manufacture them – digital, additive, low cost, 

and flexible.  These are advantages that any program can align with.  These new features of the 

manufacturing are compatible with the desires of the human space exploration program as well 

and offers great promise for in-situ/in-space manufacturing.  Many devices can be made on 

demand from common stock materials – a necessity for human expansion into the solar system.   
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13 Appendix A – Environmental Test Report  

Appendix A contains the full text, photographs and data plots of the environmental testing 

performed at Boeing Research and Technology. 
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